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HIlTORICALSOCITEY

LOCAL

WORKS of tut are as
much in jeopardy la
England as raptured
federal officers In Mexico.

tbundershow-er- s

tonight and Satur-

day; little change in
temperature.

EXCLUSIVE ASSOCIATED
VOL. XXXV.

NO. 189.

WIRE TELEGRAPH SERVICE
CITY EDITION

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY, MAY 22, 1914.

THE REBELS MAY

proceedings. From other sources It
was learned
that this subjejct was
taken up by the cabinet.
'

SEND A MAN TO

Rebel

Colonel

Killed

Juarez, Mexico, May 22. Colonel
Miguel Gonzales was the highest rank
ing insurgent officer killed in the
fighting incidental to the capture of
Saltlllo, said advices received here
today. He was in command of one
CONSIDERS
CARRANZA
REPRE- - of the brigades of Villa's army. Few
details "of the evacuation of Saltlllo
&ENTATION
)
AT NIAGARA j
leaked, through the front today. As
FALLS SERIOUSLY
surances were given by local constitutionalist officials, however, that the
ASK AMERICANS retreating,' federals would be pursued
MEDIATORS
closely
, Pascual Orozco, who himself was
RESULT , OF DISCUSSION IS NOT leader of an
revolution.
Iwas defeated in recent fighting near
; MADE
PUBLIC FEDERALS
San Luis Potosl, said official reporU
, WILL GIVE VIEWS
received today. The battle was con
sidered important as having connec
0ii i ill in
id
iiuniniirn tion with the federal retreat to San
Luis Potiosi from Saltlllo, recently
taken by Villa's Insurgents1. The re
VICE CONSUL WHO HAS BEEN A
port also ended uncertainty regarding
SOURCE OF ANXIETY REACH- Orozco'a whereabouts.
General Carrera Torres, In com
ES MEXICO CITY
";.;
mand of the troops Investing the cap
ital of San Luis Potosl state, reported
Niagara Falls, Ontario, May 22.
that his troops on May 19 routed com
The question of allowing the constituthe forces under General Oron- pletely
tionalists to participate In the mediaco and Generals Antonio Govea Loya
tion was thoroughly discussed today
and A. Mendoza, whose troops fled
at a conference between the American
the report said. The
demoralized,
commissioners and the three' South
battle took place at Corcovada, 30
American mediator
The conference miles
northeast of the state capital.
lasted nearly an hour but the talk
The Orozco troops, It was reported
were
was
a
of
assured,
questioners
here, had made a sortie to cover the
"confidential nature."
entrance of the retreating Saltillo garThe American commissioners,
it rison. Torres has been confronted
was understood, presented the view- with
the problem of holding the fed
point of President Wilson as given erals in the city, and at the same time
them in dispatches sent after today's
preventing the entrance of the Huerta
cabinet meeting.
troops from Saltlllo.
It was also understood no definite
Since Orozco's disappearance after
answer was given by the mediators to the battle of
Ojinaga, eight months
the Americans and that no1 answer ago when Villa took tne border town,
would 'be given until after the media- there has been muchc
uncertainty retors had discussed the subject further
garding his whereabouts. Orozco fre
with the Mexican delegates,' who were quently has disappeared, has been re
to' be accorded an audience after the ported as
having visited various
Americans had been heard.
places in the United States but al
ways reappearing at the head of
'
" '
SilMman Is Safe
troops' in Mexico.
Vice Consul
. Mexico City, May 22
John R. Silllman arrived in the federal
Americans Leave Manzanlllo

COLORADO STRIKE

antl-Mader- o

i

'was taken to the Brazilian legation.

fornla, Mazatlan, Mexico, May 21.
(via WireleBS to San Diego, May 22.)
Will. Invite Rebels
With the constitutionalist forces of
Washington, May 22 In circles the division of the northwest closing.
close to the Mexican constitutionalists In rapidly on Guadalajara, and a flying
here it was definitely established today squadron of cavalry preceding the
that within 24 hours a renewed invi- main body of the army with instruc
tation would be; extended to the con- tions to destroy rail communications
stitutionalists to be represented at the between the point of attack and ManNiagara Falls mediation conference. zanlllo, the final exodus of foreigners
Whether General Carranza would ac- from Guadalajara to the Pacific coast
cept the Invitation was not known, but has begun. Most of the Americans
It was positively asserted that should had left the interior already, but today
lie ao so, it wouua ue wiuiuut utwiar-I- all nationalities were in flight to Mangan armistice or agreeing to check zanlllo, their object being to take adhis campaign against Huerta'e forces. vantage of an opportpnity for escape
President Wilson discussed with the which may end abruptly at any time.
The constitutionalists at Mazatlan,
cabinet today reports received from
American Commissioners Lamar and finding little salvage in the wreck of
Lehmann at the Niagara Fall Mexican the federal gunboat Morelos, which
mediation conference. Among sub- was abandoned under a raking fire
jects of particular Interest to cabinet from the enemy after it had been
members was the report that the Mex- beached, dynamited the hulk today,
ican constitutionalist leaders had de- and the late Huerta warship Is now on
cided to send a representative to Ni- ly a mass of junk
The wireless difficulties with which
agara Falls.
Further reports of progress of the the American fleet here had been conwere fronted will be obviated considerably,.
at. TiTlAM.ni.
MAemHnflnna
received by the. president during the It is expected,, by the completion tonight from the American commission- day of the installation of a powerful
ers, but nothing was made public re- new radio set on the cruiser West Vir
garding the nature of the dispatches. ginia. It is the purpose of Admiral
Secretary Bryan, before entering the Doyle to maintain daylight wireless
cabinet room, said he had hoped that communication between the west coast
definite word would be received from of Mexico and Point Loma, near San
A
inn an silllmjin, before nisrht.
in
tMego, Calif, where there is a high
announcement
the
that
power radio Btatlon. '
Last night's
a
of
Falls
to
Niagara
dispatch
representative, presumab
ly Jose vasoonoeius, nu cujLimujr DENVER IS STRUCK
been decided oal' waa a forerunner of
today's developments. It was made
BY A S7.MIL FLOOD
apparently before General carranza
bad been heard from, but after overtures to constitutionalist leaders'- had RESIDENTS OF THE LOWLANDS
' CREEK
ALONG CHERRY
reports
According to well defined
TJ
MOST
k
SUFFER
LOSS
.
Nicurrent ncret was reauzea
agara Falls soon after the opening of Denver,
May 22. Residents and bus
the conference and particularly in iness
firms In the lowlands along
Tiew of the unexpected rapid progress
the Platte River
of the constitutionalist campaign, that Cherry Creek, and
were
the damage
busy
today
repairing
attempta to arrive at a solution of done
overstreams
the
last
night
by
the Mexican problem withoilt 'con
water
banks.
Tbe
their
high
sulting the Carranza faction might flowing
resulted from a heavy rain of almost
avail little.
The constitutionalists'
had held cloudburst proportions late yesterday,
1 and 4 inii run y ahxh irom. cue meaiauou ne- the precipitation being
was no record of fatalThere
ches.
the
of
since
withdrawal
the
gotiation
Invitation by the three South Ameri ities.
The Globeville and Valverde districts
can envoys.
After the cabinet meeting Secre suffered most from flood waters. In
tary Bryan would not discuss report. North Denver there was a heavy fall
that another invitation is to be sent of hall, which did damage to trees.
to the constitutionalists by the medi- Tracks along the Platte river were
ators to take a formal part in the under water.
n
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LABOR WILSON
'
HAS COMMISSION AT WORK
'
GETTING
FACTS
OF

.

BOTH

WOMEN KEEP THE

BUSY

PEACEABLY
SECRETARY

naturalized citizens of the United
'.'
States.
The booklet, which Is published by
the National Society of the Sons of
the American Revolution, was furnish
ed to the military authorities in eight
languages, colonel Lockett sent pack
ages of the pamphlets to the various
military commands scattered through
out the district, with Instructions to
get them into the hands of the aliens,
whether strikers or mine employes.
SUFFRAGETTES, WITH TERRORIZ
A feature that has complicated the
ING TACTICS, MAKE TROU-strike situation is that large numbers
BLE FOR OFFICER8 .
of (he miners in Southern Colorado
are aliens who haTe expressed no in
tetnion of becoming citizens of the SMASH VALUABLE PICTURES
'
United States. ".

LONDON BOBS"

MAY BE ENDED

CONFERENCE

--

PRE88' LEASED

SIDESJEPRESENTED

V

-

'

trail of blood behind her fror cuts
from broken glass. The National Gal
lery was Immediately closed, and s)
the students turned out
The scenes In Bow street police
court when the women arrested during yesterday's battle were arraigned
today surpassed in wildnese alt previous efforts of the militant party. A
male suffragist, who somehow bad
found a perch among the rafters, blew
ear piercing variations of tbe Mar-sellalse" on a cornet and then sounded the "charge." This was a signal
for volleys of bags of flour and other
missiles to be thrown at the magistrate, Sir John Dickinson.
Three policemen were required to
prevent one of tbe prisoners from
throwing herself over tne rail of the
enclosure. Another woman removed
her shoe and burled It at the bead
of the magistrate, who caught It deft
,
ly In his extended band.
When Sir John. Dickinson BUfipond- ed the' hearing and ordered the court
room cleared there was a free fight
were
Subsequently tbe - women
again brought in, Most of them were
bound owr to keep the peace for six
months, but they unanimously refused
to find securities. Theophileo Grand- pree of Chicago, who was knocked un
conscious by a mounted policeman's
horse during the suffragette raid on
Buckingham palace, told the police
today that he was robbed of 250 by
two men who came to his assistance
.

"

POLITICIANS

m

FOR

HAND

TIPS
CHARLES S. MELLEN TELLS HCVtf
PAID
THE NEW HAVEN
'
"HOLD-UP- "
MONEY

t

'

FOR

NEECEO

LEGISLATION

7 "
f
IT , WAS .UNDERSTOOD THOUGH
"7
ART GALLERIES ARE VISITED BY
AMERCAN'S jBODY FOUND r
NOT.irf WRITING, THAT j
FEMALE
VOTE HUNTERS,
MEN WILL
Washington, May 22. The body of
VALUE WOULD BE GIVEN
ALL FIGHTING MAD
Porfirlo Laurel an American who
VIEW8 PRESENTED
V
was" killed some time ago in Mexico,
had been recovered and taken to
BE THANKS
BIS
STABS
CONSIDERS LINDSEY'S
PLAN
where Is'wfll be buried tonight, ONE WORKS CLEVER STUNT
attending to the: state department
FORMER HEAD OF BIG RAILROAD
advices
today..' Examination showed CHAINS, HERSELF TO A SEAT IN
CONTEM
WILSON
PRESIDENT
that Laurel died from bayonet wounds.
IS GLAD ALL THE FACTS ARE
A
IN
ORDER
THEATER
GOVERNTO
PLATES HAVINGTHE
NOT PRODUCED
HARANGUE
KING
THE
MENT TAKE FULL CHARGE
.
"HOME FAR THE AGED"
Santa Fe. May 2?. Of ficial com
Washington, May 22. Charles a,
London, iMay 22. King George and
Washington, May 22. Hope that a plaint is made that in a number of
Mellen, former president of the Newj
solution of the Colorado strike situ northern counties when families grow Queen Mary were compelled to listen
Ha.vp.ri rnjlrnaA ATnrAsoA
,ia infnm'
ation might be found as a result of tired of supporting their aged people, to tbe harangue of a militant suffra
of
bosses"
when ha
to- gette today, while
"political
to
the
committed
today
been
have
were
attend
sent
men
they
done
two
they
the work being
by
resumed his testimony in the intcW
to tbe scene by Secretary of Labor sane asylum at Lag Vegas, whkfh ie ing a matinee at his majesty's theastate commerce commission.
Wilson was expressed by the secre looked upon as a sort of a home for ter. A woman rose in the stalls and
eome
communities.
Joseph W. Folk, chief counsel fo
in
to
address
the
began
people
aged
king.
cabinet
at
the
today.
meeting
tary
the
commission, asked Mr. Mello
Arriba
a
Rio
family
county
coal
"You Russian czar," she shrieked.
Today
The two men, one representing
Women Attempt Arson
about the purchase of the Tarry tow a.
miners and the other representing op sought committment for an aged citi- The attendants quickly rushed in and
Leicester, Eng, May 22. An at White Plains and Mamaroneck railway;
erators, are holding conferences with zen because he is "quarrelsome," and tried to get her out, but found she tempt
early today by militant suffrag and electric line, which the New Har
.
excuses are at was chained to the seat.
principals to the controversy and evlen more trivial
They had ettes to burn1 Stoughton Hall, a pic ven
cases
most
in
bought at auction for $930,000.
to file through a link before she
have made a number of reports to times offered, although
turesque mansion, was frustrated by a
"Who bid against you?" asked Mr.
re- addiction to alcotfol seems to be the could be removed. While this was in
said
Wilson.
He
these
Secretary
causei-ThFolk.
need of poor progress half a dozen women in dif game keeper.
ports show nothing definite as yet, underlying
each
The Third avenue reorgam'zalk
In
county
or
arbihojbses
farms
about
poor
to
ferent parts of the theater started
but the efforts
bring
NEW IRRIGATION PROJECTr
of New York."
committee
f
tration would be continued, and the is being felt.
at
his
them
One
of
shouting
majesty.
Santa Fe, May 22. A certificate of
Mellen
Mr.
intimated the people who
prospects looked good.
jumped on the stae and commenced construction was filed today, with
A NEW PATIENT
objected to New Haven's purchase
a speech. When she had been thrown
The suggestion made yesterday be
State Engineer James A. French by were the
"
J. Vigil out, others began.
Santa Fe, May
political bosses.
fore the president by Judge Ben IJnd- The Maxwell Dlch and Reservoir comwas
are on hand," he sai'L,
"Arriba
county,
federal
Rio
"They
to
govusually
the
of
have
of
Denver
Velarde,
sey
Eventually all the disturbers were pany for two Important' projects in I haven't
had much experieuoo witn,
ernment take complete control of the committed today to the" State Asylum ejected. The police had a hard strug- Colfax
county. One is the Low Line them. I had my experience with Ukmi
situation ateo ;wa discussed by the for the Insane at Ls Vegas by Judge gle to save them from rough handling
Ditch, four miles long, 53 In the Westchester transaction. Tti.-Vertnejo
"and
wife
cabinet It wlas understood that. E. C. Abbott fisll has a
by the crowd.
and seven feet deep con- was
wide
feet
the. children being
enough."
Judge Lindsey's plan for closing the six children, all-o-'
The "wild women" of the Women's structed at a' cost of $7,485,15 to take
Mr. Mellen testified tho New 1'.
mines until the operators agree to of age.
;'i
y
Social and Political union, ) the mili water out of Salt Peter creek, a
ven's entry into the lighting busline
submit to arbitration was not favored
water
the
tant
of
the
being
Vermejo,
organization,
today
suffragette
was due to its leasing the Countictic l
'the
cabinetApportioned
by
school .fun
continued their terrorizing tactics by diverted by a concrete dam 60 feet Railroad and
Super- Lighting company. Tt--Santa Fe. Mai
making separate attacks on national long,?) 2 feet high with seven gates.' par value of the Waterbury Uuh su,-'
coun
.v
tvtHTo
ihtftndetft-reStf'fn'
Session"'""'
.1.
Vourtmartial 'Stm In
"
art 'treasure.
an apportionment
The
turmoil
of
the battle in the
Denver, Colo., May 22. Efforts of ty today reported
Mr Fritii read a letter i Tfilth!'?rtLt.',Ml
of $2,047.20 of school funds on the
of
palace, where PRESBYTERIANS WISH
vicinity
Buckingham
Judge Advocate F. C. Smith to expeschool
Mr. Whittemore, a director of tho Waof
age
basis
of
persons
2,559
a column of determined women yes
dite the trials of officers who partici
terbury concern, in which be Euid he
in the county.
terday , attempted to reach the king
pated, in the battle between striking
was willing to sell 1,230
Bhares at
DO
WORK
BETTER
TO
with a petition, had barely subsided
coal miners and militia at Ludlow
such price as It could afford to pay,
GAME LAWS
VIOLATED
woman
a
when early this morning
April 20, by means of joint hearings,
"not less than 50."
Santa Fe May 22. Deputy Game armed v'th a loaded cane ruined five
were frustrated today when the de- PLANS TO
GENERAL ASSEMBLY
reMr. Folk thought this was in effect
Martinez
U
today
Pablo
Warden
fedants demanded separate trials.
masterpieces in the National gallery.
EVANGE- - , an offer to sell at 50, but Mr. Melle
CHURCH'S
EXTEND
C.
Trinidad
Warden
Game
to
another
AJmost
The case against Captain T. C. Lin: norted
simultaneously
LISTIC ACTIVITIES
did not think so. He said Mr. Whitarrest and conviction of woman wrecked a
hanging in
derfelt of Company K, Second In- de Baca, the
picture
temore was paid $60 a share for I1I3
Taos
at
county,
Cerro,
- a duck hunter
the Royal Academy of Art. Both
fantry, was called. Llnderfelt enterof stock.
May 22. The
report
Chicago,
the
of
a
$20
was
justice
fined
who
by
women were arrested.
ered a plea of not guilty to each of
the permanent committee on evanMr.' Moiled
Mr. Folk interrogated
the game laws.
A little later the magistrate before
the charges of arson, murder, man peace for violating
was the principal subject con concerning the acquisition of tho Wop- -gelism
whom were brought the 57 women sidered
slaughter and larceny. Lieutenant L.
by the delegates to the one cester Railway and Investment
arrested in connection with yester- hundred and twenty-sixtB. Elliott was the first witness called.
general asHe asked why William A. Read
Lieutenant Elliott testified that the BECKER (S FOUND
day's disturbance was compelled to sembly of the Presbyterian church in and
of New York got $19
Company
sevthe
suspend the proceedings because
day of the Ludlow battle he took
the United States, la the morning ses- more a share than bad been paid t
accused created such a din that noth sion
erla member of Troop A from Dela-gu- a
others.'
today.
.GUILTY BY
ing could be heard.
and Hastings to the scene of the
The report showed 147 conferences
answeroa Mr.
"That was a hold-up,- "
Friday is students' day at the Na and institutes on evangelism had been
conflict He said they were all shift
camo
Intimation
"An
Mellen,
adding:
were
tional Gallery and the roomsbosses . and other employes at the
held in the last year throughout the to me that if we wanted! legislation it
in
artists
filled
a
mine
with
engaged
young
mines and that there was
ONLY FOUR HOURS ARE REQUIR
country and that $10,199 had been ex- would be a good idea to trade tot;
Suddenly In pended in the work. The general ascopying materplecea
ED' TO REACH A UNANI-- ;
guard among them. He told of having
r
stock."
the Venetian room a middle aged
visited the strikers' tent colony April
MOUS VERDICT
was asked to authorize the
sembly
"Was
.
In
this
writing?"
woman drew a loaded stick from be- committee to appoint J. Wilbur Chap
IS. and declared that the trouble be- "These things never come in wrikt
neath her cloak and made several man the evangelist, as representative
:
delib'tween fetrikers and soldiers at Lud
Mav
After
,a
2iirr
Tor
Nw
ing, but they reach the spot neverthepictures
aHxithe
the1
slashes
at
to.
tSbOo&'Vt 'four' hour ?i4 four, (min vicious,
low was attributable largely
at lavge and to appoint such special less." ,
'
been' for
women In the tent colony.
necessary.
utes tbe Jury in the case of Lieuten within reach. Had it not
representatives
evangelistic
Mr.
previous tent I.
about the
An appeal for the old evangelism money given byhlm
ant Charles Becker, formerly of the numerous easles standing
No Imported Labor ''
the payregarding
would
have
was made by Dr. Joseph R. Davies of ment of $140,000 In conuiuslcna to
New York police force, returned a room tbeu damage inflicted
A proclamation limfftng the employStudents
serious.
more
been
mush;,,
Becker was tried
who declared that "there S. F.
ment of men 'in iffin mines to men verdict of guilty.
worn- - Philadelphia,
Kelly, was asked by Kr. Folk j
of and attendants overpowered the
murder
for
the
time when expositive
never
was
a
a
over
ago
year
time
"Have
who were in the district' at the
you told us everything about
a
same
time
pier
At about the
Herman Rosenthal, a gambler. A
preaching was more needed than this transaction?
federal troops took charge was posted
Academy
ture
the
Royal
'
in
hanging
new
a
now.
short time ago he was granted
U ana
...
..u
suf"Well, after I go to bed at night,
today at the properties in the Boulder
court of appeals. Pour was badly damaged by another
trial
the
'""'
by
The
v - i.r
since I have been testifying I tbinK
fields.
proclamation
arrested.
county coal
wae
She
acfragette.
alleged to have done the
of things that might have beea
is, supplemented by orders instructing gunmen,
The perpetrator of the suffragette AMERICAN CITIZEN IS
though , tbe deed was
tual
killing,
effective
out and I turn over and con
to
when
make, it
brought
niilitary officers
Academy,
at
the
Royal
were executed in outrage
at once. The proclamation is signed plotted by Becker,a short time
myself that they were not
gratulate
gave
brought, up at the police court,
ago.
'
Asked
it
he had employed) Professor
KILLED
was
BHSEXICANS
by Captain H. F. McKenney of the Sing Sing prison
She
"name
the
of Mary Spencer.
Bruce Wyman of Harvard. at $10;(M9
Twelfth United States cavalry.' ..The
committed fo trial , at tne sessions.
r
to deliver. lectures inrthe irn
,
proclamation says:
Addressing the magistrate as a THE FATE OF RICHARD URBAN a year
WRECK ON SANTA FE
terest of the New Haven;
"To Whom it May Concern:
ac
the
pilate,"
old
Pontius
"bumptious
. IS
LEARNED": BY. UNITED
Mt. Mtlld
"It is the desire of : the secretary
replied, "I suppose sojcused kept tbe proceedings lively with
1.
STATES OFFICIALS
no
be
shall
,
change
,
there
war
said he believed the New Haven epnf
of
that
BELOW ALBUQUERQUE an abusive tirade.
.
.
,
less in its campaign for publicity thxn
in the operation of any mines in, this
The pictures damaged at the Na
Washington, May 22. Confirmation other roads bad spent in a siinlTiaff
location, and that labor other than
tional Gallery were a "Madonna and
the labor regularly employed in this TRAIN NO. 810, ON EL PASO LINE, Child with Infant Saints," a "Portrait of the killing by Mexicans of Richard way.
an American citizen of German
"Was not something paid to prao
locality and working In any mine in
IS DERAILED BECAUSE OF
of Girolamo Malatini," "Saints John Urban,
de
state
was
received
the
by
birth,
"A
this locality not only violates the orSOFT TRACK
every newspaper in New "Hint
tlcally
and : Christopher and the Dogs,"
American Consular land?"
I
partment
today.
der of the secretary of war but any
Saint
of
Death
"The
Landscape,"
Cananea
at
1
22.
as
reported
mat.
to
owner or owners also violate the or
Pas
don't
know
Montague,
N.
Agent
M., May
lAbuoueraue,
peter" and "Christ's Agony in the
that Urban and a companion were at
ders of the secretary of war, and senger train No 810, northbound, on Garden."
"The ret wds show that more tlut
Point 1,000 got something,' said Mr. F'VH
such action or employment of such the Santa! Fe's main line to El Paso,
The painting gashed at the Royal tacked without provocation at
?
labor tends to defeat the object and was wrecked at La Joya, 60 miles Academy was "Primavera," by George ed Mountain, 18 miles west of Naco- "Well, I have no doubt that i
a
fired
federal
from
which
govern
the
Mexicans
band
Mellen
A
Mr.
of
zarl.
ends for
replied.
rect,"
today Clausen. The academy was tinea
south, of Albuquerque, early
1
ment Is working."
when a broken rail sent the engine and with a fashionable throng wbea,,a house without warning. Urban fell
MONEY FOR WAR
seven cars into the ditch. The train woman drew a butcher's cleaver and deadv but his companion escaped.
I was
Aliens are Numerous
Washington, May 22. An urgent !'
running slowly because of soft dashed at the picture. Attendants at
Bandits Release Prisoner
ficlency bill carrying an
Trinidad, Colo., May' 22. Colonel track and passengers escaped with a once seized her and it was only the
El Paso, Tex, May 22. Gilbert of $(!,300,000, and including many if.wf4
Traffic was delay presence of the police which prevent
James! Lockett in command of the BPVPra Rhaking
Colo- covering the expenses of troops l:
federal military forces In Colorado, Ao- pitrht hours- - The Santa Fe is hav ed her from being roughly han'"d' by Duthle, an American colonist of
was
was passed by the penal'
nla
refused
from
reported
Chihuahua,
Juarez,
women
Mexico,
floods
with
trouble
Both
tmectators.
the
VM
serious
Mil J
UiC
U
UlilMIUUblVU
ing
U1
j.
measure pnFPRil the Tor-released
as
been
The
divi
by
Paso
El
names.
having
of
today
to give their
aliens in the southern coal fields
the Rio Grande along the
'
.
yesterday.
The National Gallery vandal left a Mexican bandits.
a pamphlet urging them, to become sion.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

TWO

CLASHES

WALLACE LOSES

FRIDAY, MAY 22, 1914.

ARE EXPECTED

Had Lung Trouble ,
Santa Fe, May 22. Surveyor Gen
eral Lucius Dills received telegraphic
and Expected to Ele
advices today from eastern Chaves
With the clvtltred world anilounly
wklng a pw!flc for Lung Trouble, the
county of impending clashes between nuuilH-of recuTerif
ahout
brouKUt
cattlemen and squatters on the pub through the use of
Altrmttve,
medicine
for
and
Throat
Lung
lic domain on townships that have
Is attrnrttti',' universal
intention.
or flftu yenre KokmHn'B Alterative has
been surveyed and the plats approved Jbeen
used aud the reports of reeoveriee
many supposed hopelesM rases iudicate
by the surveyor general but not yet In
that this Djfdk-iua vast
is doing
approved by the department of the "mount of good. Head tuis:
B St.. Keyset. W. Va.
83
Interior. The cattlemen assert that
"Oentlemen: I was tiiken nick In Nowith a very b:id enld and
the sts.e ha3 pricr claim to these vember. l!if. The
doctor then pronoimred
diizy spells.
as Mnlnrla Fever. I giew steadtownships and that they had applied my rase
ily worse, llnd two consultations held
to lease such townships as the state over me. and the verdict was tlint the
fever had affected my lungs and that mjr
would select for state lands but that ease
whs hopeless; only gave me two
months
live. My phvslelsr had tried
are
flockins In, putting up most all tokinds
squatters
of treatment and none did
fences and windmills and even homes me any good, so he askini my husband If
he objected to him trying a proprietary
in anticipation of filing as soon as medicine. So I begun on your Alterative.
I
In bed from November 30. llW unthe plats are officially filed in the til was
February 25. 1009. and waa thought
several
times Today I am healthdying
Roawell land office. The situation is
ier and stronger than ever."
MKS. H. K. BRILET.
a difficult one. Land Commissioner
(Signed)
(AlKive abbreviated; more on request.)
R. P. Ervlen is at Roswell at present
Eckman'a Alterative has been proven by
many years' test to be most efficacious
trying to straighten out the situation. for
severe Throat and Lung Affections.
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X V
BURNING OF FOREST ON WATER
SHED CUTS DOWN ITS
WATER SUPPLY

Wr....

Residents of Wallace, Idaho, now
claim that results of the disastrous
'
forest fires In northern Idaho in 1910
are being made evident In the changing flow from a watershed then burned over, which furnishes the water
supply of the city. This basin includ-han area of approximately 2,000
acres and was formerly well timbered
with, trees from CO to 200 years old.
t These were almost wholly destroyed
by the fires of 1910. From this
watershed the city gets its supply not
only for domestic purposes, but also
for the development of electricity for
power and light, so that the mainte- -'
nance of a considerable flow Is essential Ho the city.
It is stated that before the fires
he flow of the stream at Its lowest
stages was never below 1,000 miners'
inches, the unit of measurement which
has been used. Dut since the fire
the records how that the minimum
flow has fallen to about 250 miners
Inches and it Is row necessary for
th company which furnishes water,
light and power to expend a considerable amount of money each year In
developing power from steam and to
use a considerable part of this power
in pumping water. Records of the
weather bureau at Wallace show that
the precipitation for the years since
the fire has been about normal for
'the region. This seems to demon-stiat- e
to the townspeople that the
in the flow must be due to
the destruction of the wrest cover
of the watershed and not to any
change in climate or precipitation.
In view of the situation, the forest
service has undertaken to reforest
the denuded watersheds Some plant-- 1
lng has already been done and eventually all of the watershed which is
included within national forest boundaries is to be reforested. The people
of Wallace are taking considerable
interest in the work and express
themselves as thoroughly in sympathy
with the effort that the service is
making. The experts of the depart
ment, however, point out that the
planting will probably have no lm
. mediate effect, yet it should influence
f
as soon as forest conditions are
eventually
restored, and
a more stable stream flow. In the
meantime the forest officers are tato-lumeasurements of the stream in
connection with records of precipitation, to. determine just what relation
exists, and what results will follow
reforestation.
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Moreys Solitaire Tea

is the early picking of the young juice-ladleaves. Some
teas are treated so that the leaves take on a needle-lik- e
appearance which is called "style." This method takes
much of the natural sap from the leaf.
There is no "style" in Moreys Solitaire "Qualitea," but
you'll find the natural flavor of tea as it should be. When
en

4

1

'?V

4t;

'0i
Vt--

properly made its greater strength means fewer leaves to
the pot Ask for the kind you like

Mi

Ceylon and India, English Breakfast, Japan, Gunpowder, Oolong

"The Best the Grocer Can Deliver"
a few member of the Solitaire family: Coffee, Spicet. Flavoring
liaising. Peanut Butter. Rice, Seafood, Orape Juice, Olivet,
OUiOU.ieunet.MapleSywpandalharietUsocannedfruittandveselablet.

Whooping Cough
"About a year ago my three boys
had whooping cough and I found
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy the only one that would relieve their cough
lng and whooping spells, I continued
this treatment and was surprised to
find that it cured the disease in a very
short time," writes Mrs. Archie
Crooksville, Ohio. For sale
by all dealers. Adv.

Here are

m

THE MOREY MERCANTILE CO., Dearer
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WON GIRL AT DICE;
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RACE WAR
RAGING ON A GUATEMALA
PLANTATION

NEGRO-INDIA-

N

IS

New Orleans, May 22. The United
Fruit company today was using its
wireless in an effort to confirm a
strange story of a race riot reported
to have occurred on one of its plantations in Guatemala in which It Is re
ported 64 negroes and probably 100 In
dians were killed.
Smoldering race hatred of the native
Indians for negroes inflamed by one
of the negroes winning an Indian girl,
Nazada, from her father at dice, and
his refusal to sell her back to a native
is reported to be the cause of the trouble. The story came to New Orleans
by mail.
The negro, Clarence Williams, had
been working on the Teuahuana farm,
one of a number of plantations the

United Fruit company operates in the

Feel Dull and Sluggish? Start Your
Montagua river district, according to
Liver to Working I
Cathe
story. He had incurred the hatred
It beats all how quickly Foley
thartic Tablets liven your liver, over- of many of the Indians, because of his
come constipation make you feel
prowess with. dice.
lively and active again. J. L.
In a game recently, in which, Naza-da'-s
Worth. Texas, says: "My
t,

Ft.,
father participated, he won all
disagreeable symptoms were entirely
removed by the thorough cleansing the old peon's money, and then, GuaFoley' Cathartic Tablets gave me." temalan fashion, the bid man wagerThey're a wonderi O. O. Schaefer ed his
daughter. He lost As is cusand Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
tomary among these Indians, the girl
did not object to her part of the trans
Subscribe for The Optlo.

Chemist Knows Duffy's Virtue

That's why he refused to accept
a substitute and was willing
to wager money that Duffy's
Pure Malt Whiskey is abso- n
Jutely pure. Its
reputation as a promoter of:
longevity is again in evidence

'

well-know-

'

.

',

;

-

'After nine years I am back In Colorado
Pure
again and I am still using. Duffy's
Malt Whiskey. In Cincinnati I met with
m intprestinir exDerience. You'll remem
ber I am a Chemist and I know the virtue
of Duffy's. I suggested to a friend that he
We went to a wholesale' liquor
V
try it. where
a
he traded and asked for it,
fnm
'j
we
want
didn't
and were advised that
was
suggested.
Duffy's, but a substitute
I broke in then and told him he did net
that
was
Duffy's
saying,
know what he
was the best whiskey ana tonic mscie.
fusel
no
was
there
bv
saying
He reolied
oil in 6uch and such a whiskey.' While I fa l
am not a betting man, I oCered to wager
was
in
oil
fusel
the
there
that
or
$500
$100
two he mentioned. A few days later
at his store, he said, 'I give
called
when I
1 i MR. BEN. J. KISTER
richt: I am croinff to have
T,,ffu' in mv store." And that is where mv friend and his friends have been buy- strong and hardy
ing it ever since. 1 am now. nearly seventy years old, but as has
helped me to
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey
as a young man of twenty-fiveDenver, Cola
keep my age." Ben. J. Kister, I&IQ Arapahoe St,
,
Analytical chemists everywhere say , , ;'-- '
n'ni

;

(

Duffy's Pure Klalt Whiskey

complies with every purity test demanded by the U. S. Pharmacopoeia End never
hesitate to give it their unqualified approval whenever an ideal stimulant is required in the treatment of disease. Physicians prescribe it freely to those who have
massed the age of middle life and feel satisfied that it Is only this stimulant that
enables them to continue the active life which they lead. Duffy's Pure Malt
"Whiskey is a food tonic that rapidly feeds the starved issues, enriches the blood,
and rehabilitates the nervous system upon whose strength and vigor all bod
inousanas or men ana women in aii
ily vitality oepenas.
walks of life have testified to the efficacy of Duffy's in restoring them to perfect health, and its popularity today is worldwide. It makes the old feel young and keeps the young
strong and vigorous. Don't be misled by substitutes ; insist on
the original. "Get Duffy's and keep well, i Sold by most
druggists, grocers and dealers, $1.00 a large bottle. Valuable
A
A
medical booklet and doctor's advice sent free.
The Duffy Malt Whiskey Co, Rochester, N. Y.

v,;j

TEACHERS' SALARY ADVANCED
Santa Fe, May 22. Superintendent
I & MrejsfeMer of Curry (county
promises each rural teacher "who attends two weeks' summer school an
advance of from $5 to $10 a month
in salary. In his report to the depart
ment of education today he reported
a school census of 2.301 of whom 838
are in Clovis, 253 In the three. Texico
districts and 114 at Melrose. He re
ports 16 teachers employed at Clovis,
six in the three Texico districts and
four at Melrose.

...

action, and was taken to the shanty of
the American negro.
Chrlstofo Zurello, a halfbreed boss
of a neighboring farm, had wanted
da as a wife for his son and was incensed when he learned that she had
become the property of the negro. According to Guatemalan Indian custom,
the father of the girl was eliminated
from the matter by his unluucky cast
of the dfee, so Zurello entered into negotiations with the negro. He offered
him 30 pesos for the girl. The negro
refused.
Soon after Williams left for his
work Saturday, May 9, three men appeared at the shanty. It is said they
were Zurello, a peon named Pedro
and a halfbreed. Williams had occas
ion to go to the shanty a few hours
later. Tied to a nearby tree was his
Indian girl, mutilated with knives.
Just before she died she told him who
had assailed her. Arming himself,
Williams, it is related, began a search
for Zeurllo, found him and shot him to
death. Then he killed Pedro and the
halfbreed.
All that night there was fighting be
tween the negroes and Indians.
Religious serices were held in a lit
tle church as usual the next morning.
When the Indians came from the
church the negroes, who were massed
nearhl, opened fire on them. Williams
and 12 of his followers were killed.
Many Indiana were slain.
Fighting
was kept up for many days and ac
cording to the story reaching here the
bcdie.i of 64 negroes were found. Just
how many Indians were killed proba
bly never will be known.
Na-7,1- ".

Bronchitis, Bronchial Asthma. Stubborn
Colds and In upbuilding the system.
Contains no narcotics, poisons or'hahlt-fonuln- g
Ask for booklet telling
dniga.
of recoveries,
and write to Eckman
Laboratory.
Philadelphia,
Pa., for evidence. For sale by all leading druggists
G.
and E.
Murphey and fted Cross

DID THE WORK
Grew Strong on Right Food
You can't grow strong by merely ex
ercising. You must have food the
kind you can digest and assimilate.
Unless the food you eat is digested
It adds to the burden the digestive organs have naturally to carry. This
often means a nervous breakdown.
'About a year ago," writes a Mass.
lady, "I had quite a serious nervous
breakdown caused, as I believed, by
overwork and worry. I also suffered
untold misery from dyspepsia.
"First I gave up my position, then I
tried to find a remedy for my troubles,
something that would make me well
and strong, something to rest my tired
stomach andi build up myvworn-ou- t
nerves and brain.
"I tried one kind of medicine after
another, but nothing seemed to help

Relieves Bladder Distress and
Weaknes
Irregular, painful bladder weaknesses
disappear when the kidneys are strong
and healthfully active. Take Foley
Kdiney Pills for that burning, scald painiui actioning sensation-irregular- ,
heavy, sore feeling and bladder dis
tress. You will like theirtonic restorative effect the relief from pain
quick good results. Contain, no
harmful drugs. Try them. O. u. me.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.
"Finally a friend suggested Change
of food and recommended Grape-Nut. BIG BOUNTY CLAIMS
With little or no faith in it, I tried a
Santa Fe, May 22 That the days package. That was eight months ago
of the wild have not entirely vanished and I have never been . without
it
from New Mexico is shown by the suc since.
cess of Wiley P. Rains, a trapper In
"Grape-Nut- s
did the work. It helped
northern Chaves and eastern Lincoln me grow strong and well. Grape-Nut- s
counties, who is the past six months put new life into me, built up my
has trapped more than 400 coyotes, whole system and made another wom
eight lobo wolves, besides other deni an of me!"
zens of the wolf for which his bounName given by Postum Co., Battle
ties have reached $1,660. He made Creek, Mich. Read "The Road to Well
twice as much more on the pelts.
ville," in pkgs. "There's a Reason."
Ever read the above letter? A new
Sick Headache
ore appears from time to time. They
Mrs, A. L. Luckie, East Rochester, are
genuine, true and full of human
N Y-- , was a victini of sick headache
and despondency, caused by a badly Interest
weakened and debilitated condition of
PAYS PENALTY ON GALLOWS
her stomach, when she began taking
Chamberlain's Tablets. She says, "I
Montreal, May 22. Tomasso' Berfound them pleasant to take, also mild
an Italian murderer, was exenard!,
weeks'
few
In
a
time
and effective.
cuted
in
the prison here today. His
1
former
was restored to my
good
health." For sale by all dealers. Adv. crime was the murder of Luigl Sgroi,
whom he shot and killed: on the street
MEET in April of last year.
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS
Jealousy was
Salina, Kan., May: 22. Salina's pop the motive for the crime. At the time
ulation was Increased about 2,000 tovlay of the killing Sgroi was
walking with
hy an invasion of "drummers" from a woman, who also was shot, and
every section of tho state. The occa- whose life was for some time despairsion of the gathering Is the annual ed of.
convention of the Kansas division of
the United Commercial Travelers.
For a Torpid Uver
"I have used Chamberlain's Tablets
The proceedings will continue over
tomorrow.
At the opening session to off and on for the past six years whenever my Mver shows signs of being
day reports were presented showing the in a disordered conditinn
itiv ha
always acted quickly and given me the
uesireu reuer," writes Mrs. F. H.
Trubus. Snrine-vfll... vA. pv.
,.!
V
'
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ECZEI 1 A ON SCALP
by all dealers. Adv.
.
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Would Fester and Come to Head.
"
Could Not Sleep; ; Hair. Fell Out.

Toronto, Ont, May 22. Toronto is
filling with race followers in anticipation of the opening of the spring
meeting of the Ontario Jockey club
at Woodbine' tomorrow. ' The meet will
mark the inauguration of the racing
season id eastern Canada,,' a season
which from present indications is like
ly to be the most successful of re
cent years. As usual, the feature
event of the opening day will be the
King's plate, which is the oldest fix
ture run continuously on the American
'
continent
'

Dull

Swollen Hands and Feet
Due to Kidney Trouble
Your kidneys meed help when your
nanas ana reet tnicken, swell up, and
you feel dull and sluggish. Take Fo

Feeling

ley Kidney Pills. They are tonic, stim
ulating and strengthening and restore
your Kianeys to healthy normal action.
Try them. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
-

.

FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT

Palzer vs. Fred Fulton,
rounds, at Hudson, Wis.
Buck Crouee vs. Tom Gibbons.
rounds, at Hudson, Wis.
Al

10
10

South SifkPlaja

Quality

tonight and Saturday.

Tomorrow

The Last Day of the Sale
Men's $15.00 and $20.00
Suits 512.50
Tomorrow is the last day
buy these fl5 and $20 Suite
this price. These suits are
new spring styles and carry
unrestricted guarantee as
quality and wear.
$12.50
Saturday

$1.23 White Waists 83c
All are beautifully tailored in
new styles. We have

to

all the

at

them in either high or low neck,
and any sleeve length.
Buy Them Saturday for 83e

all

an
to

$1.25 Corset 69c

One-Ha- ll

A great many mothers have
taken advantage of thi sale
if you haven't done eo better
coma tomorrow, as you have
the choice ol our full line for
Half Price

New model "Thomson's Glove-Fittin- g
Corset," three Inch bust, .
long skirt, free boning, six good
supporters. Made of good qual-It- y
coutil, with
lace-finish-

19

to

s

top.-Size-

30.

Saturday

69c

Grocery Assortment

For

pounds Granulated Sugar.
pound sack U. S. High Grade
ent Flour
10 pounds Pure Lard
6 cans Corn
6 cans Tomatoes
6 bars1 Ivory Soap
25
50

$5,00

Pat-

Buy This Assortment Tomorrow
Women's Hats $2.50
Your choice of any Gage

Domestics Etc.
Hat

12

to $5 regular. Tomorrow la the last day. $2.50

that sells

$4

16
13

$2.00 Petticoats $1.00

12

If you need a colored petticoat this is an exceptional
chance. Made of brocaded silk
mixed material, accordeon pleated. Saturday .
$1.00

yards 12'ic Gingham $1.00
yards Apron Gingham$1.00
yds. Unbleached Muslin.$1.00
yds. 12Vc Wash Goods.$1.00

Embroidered Flouncing
35c
(i2 inch) per yard...
""r i.'nd 40c Colored Dress
20c
Linens per yard.

65c,

REMEMBER
You are no farther from this big store than
nearest mail box. Drop us a letter telling what you want
'
prepay Parcel Post.

the
We

J
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Helps

Kidney and Bladder Trouble

In addition, he is the oldest surviving

'

graduate of the military academy.
General Gibson was horn in Baltimore, but waB appointed to the military academy from Pennsylvania. He
graduated in 1847 and immediately
started for Mexico. As a lieutenant
of artillery he served until the close
of the war, participating in the capture of Vera Cruz, the battle of Puebla
and the taking of the City of Mexico.
In the civil war he rendered services no less distinguished, being several 'times promoted! for gallantry in
battle. Despite his 87 years and the
fact that he has been retired from active service for nearly a quarter of a
century. General Gibson still possessea
the fighting spirit. When the Mexican situation, took a serious turn a
old veteran
few weeks ago the
was one of the first to tender his services to President Wilson aa a soldier.

Everybody Satisfied
Everywhere people are taking Foley
Kidney Pills, and are so satisfied they
urge others to take them also. A."T.
"I recKelly, Mcintosh, Ala., says:
ommend them to all who suffer from
kidney troubles and backache, for they
are fine." Best thing you can take
for backache, weak back and rheumatism. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv..
OLDEST

POINTER

WEST

Washington, May 22. Many were
the friends who doppred in today at
the home of Brigadier General Horatio G. Gibson, U. S. A., retired, to
tender their congratulations to the distinguished old veteran on the occasion
of his eighty-sevent- h
birthday anniversary. General Gibson is a well
known figure In Washington and at
the present time he has claims to distinction such as are possessed hy no
other soldier In the land. The first
of these is tjat he is the only gradLaboring men control both the city
uate of West Point on the army list council and school board in Smith's
!
v,ho served In the war with Mexico. Falls, Ont

PAID IN

SURPLUS
100,000.00

50,eoe.e

1.

' Price
Meets

s

E. P. D. No.'2. Beymdur, Mo. "My
scalp broke oat with fine pimples at the
tart. They itched and burned so much that
I waa compelled to scratch
.

them and they would fester
and come to a bead and break
out again. The trouble was
attended by such burning and
itching I could not sleep, also
when I sweat It burned the.
same. My hair fell out gradually and the scalp kept rough
and dry with itching and
burning. After about two years the pimples
broke out between my shoulders. My clothing Irritated them. I was troubled with that
eczema five or six years.
"I tried everything that was recommended without any benefit until I used the
Cuticura Soap and Ointment according to
directions, and Cuticura Soap and Ointment
cured me sound and well in two weeks.",
(Signed) B. L. Killian. Nov. 22, 1912.
For pimples and blackheads the following
la a moot effective and economical treatment:
Gently smear the affected parts with Cuticura
Ointment, on the end of the finger, but do not
rub. Wash off the Cuticura Ointment in five
minutes with Cuticura Soap and hot water
and continue bathing for some minutes. This
treatment is best on rising and retiring. At
other times use Cuticura Soap freely for the
toilet and bath, to assist In preventing inflammation, irritation and clogging of the pores.
Sold everywhere.
Liberal sample of each
mailed free.' with 32-Skin Book. Address
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
WMeu who shave and shampoo with
wul Audit best for skta and scalp.
p.

'

.

Soap, and Ointment
.Cured in Two Weeks.'
.

RACING 'TO BEGIN AT TORONTO

CAPITAL

Cuticura

-

Local thundershowera

Boy's Suits

!

Chamberlain's Liniment
This preparation Is Intended espe
lame back,
cially for rheumatism,
sprains and like ailments. It is a fa
vorite with people who are well acquainted with its splendid qualities.
Mrs. Charles Tanner, Wabash, Ind,
says of It, "I have found Chamberlain's Liniment the best thing for
lame back and sprains I have ever
used. It works like a charm and re
lieves pain and soreneps- - .lt has been
used by others of iny family as well
as myself for upwards of twenty
years." 25 and 50 cent bottles. For
sales by all dealers. Adv.

EstoUiahad 1861

Drug company.

affairs of the state organization to be
in a flourishing condition, with a
gratifying gain in membership during
the past year. '

Where

S.&osenwaMs Son

r

Post-car- d

I.

M. Cunningham, Preside
Frank Springer,

it

Vice-Preside-

.'

"

'
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D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis,, Ass't Cash.

IAS VEGAS
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interest ;paip on time deposits
LASo VEGAS SAVINGS BANE
CAPITAL STOCK

030,000.00

Office with the San Miguel National Bank

WE
H. W.
D.

W.

O.

HAYDON.

.President

KELLT...

Vies president

HOSKIK8
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Interest Podd On Deposits
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CIGAR

DEALERS

MONEY MAKING

sTir
GOT THE
BURR HOLLINGSWORTH
NOW HE WILL GET
COIN;
FREE LODGING IN JAIL

Topeka, Kan., May 22. iFred Robertson, United States district attorney
la Topeka, has Just received notice
of the arrest In Wichita, of Burr P.
Hollingsworth, a cigar dealer, against
have
whom the postal authorities
worked up one of the most remarkable
cases that in recent months have involved the misuse of the United States
mails.
Hollingsworth, it is alleged, was the
author of a series of want advertisements asking for agents to handle cisalgars on an unusually attractive
which
commission
and
plan,
ary
got the moneyof inexperienced persons in every part of the United States
The case resulted from investigations
of numbers of communications addressed to postal authorities complaining
that Hollingsworth's company, the
Continental Cigar company, had defrauded agents out of the $10 deposits
emrequired when they entered its
ploy.

Inquiries made at the headquarters
of a cigar manufacturing concern at
Red Lion, Pa., where Hollingsworth
got his cigars, showed that he had
purchased no less than 280,000 cigars,
packed In lots of a hundred or .so in
sample cases and sent direct to agents,
eince September of last year. In all,
this company had delivered something
like half a million cigars on
worth's order, nearly all of them being put up as agents' samples.
The "stinger" in the Hollinsgworth
contract, according to the United
States attorney, consisted in a provision that the sample outfit furnished
to the agent must be In as good condition as when delivered to him in the
event he desired to return it and claim
his deposit of $10. Not a cigar might
be missing or damaged. The sample
case must be untarnished.
Among his instructions to agents
were to "always give the retailer a cigar to smoke." The agent who did this
naturally couldn't return the cigar with

.

his sample case and consequently, under his own contract, couldn't claim
the return of the $10 deposit, which
Hollingsworth's circulars explained
was exacted "to prevent consumers
from ordering for private use."
"You never saw such cigars," declared District Attorney Roberston.
"Before they were lighted they had an
odor like musty hay. When one was
lighted it sputtered and threw our
a
a
Chinese boarding
in
like
fire
fumes
houe. We looked up some of the tessuccessful
timonials from alleged
agents. Generally we found that while
some of the cigars had actually been
sold the agent always got a hostile reception when, he went back.
"But the whole case, I believe, Is
unique. Hollingsworth claimed that he
had modeled his business on that of
other concerns, but I believe there is
not another in the country like his.
He is a pioneer in this branch of the
tobacco trade and he evidently has
made money at lt He drives one of
the iest automobiles in Wichita and
lives well. He has not been In Wichr
ita more than a year and prior to that
time lived In Denver and Boulder,
Colo. He probably started his business there."
When put under a $1,000 bond,
charged with using the mails to de
fraud, Hollingsworth told the postal inspectors that he had never consulted
a lawyer about his business. He said
he thought it was up to the agent to
look out for himself. He held them
rigidly to their contracts and supposed
he was safe so long as he observed his
own part of It
DRYS NEGLECT CHAMPION
Ros well, May 22. That the Roswell
Daily Record, the evening paper here,

nas not received the proper support
of the "drys" whose battles It has
been fighting for some years past is
declared in view of its action-- yesterAsday in discontinuing the evening
sociated Press service. With C.
as publisher the Record has
a
consistent and militant prohi-ibltiobeen
ladviocate during the various
fights on booze in this district. Financial reasons, however, have made it
necessary to retrench. The Record
will essay to continue a3 a daily without the Associated Press news for the
News now
present. The Morning
claims to be the. only Associated Press
daily on the east slope of the Rocky
mountains between1 Trinidad and El
Paso.

A MONUMENT FOR

WOMEN OF THE
SOUTH
PRESIDENT WILSON WILL ATTEND THE UNVEILING NEXT
MONTH AT RALEIGH,

N. C.

Raleigh, N. C, May 22. President
Wilson has promised! to come to Raleigh next month to attend the unveiling of the memorial in honor of the
confederate women of North! Carolina.
The unveiling will be a feature of the
annual reunion of the confederate veterans of this state. The visit of Pres
ident Wilson will be the first occasion
since the civil war that a president
of the United States has come below
Mason and Dixon's line to participate
in a celebration of confederate sentiments. It also will be the first time
a president of the United States has
unveiled, except on the battlefield at
Gettysburg, a monument to those sentiments.
The monument that is to be unveiled stands on the capital grounds in this
city. It is a gift from the late Colonel
Ashley Horne of Clayton, N. C, In
memory of his mother," who sent six
sons to Lee's army, three of whom
were killed1.
Colonel Horne announced his gift of
$10,000 for the erection of a memorial
in, honor of the women of the confederacy only a short time before his
death, which occurred last October.
He was a confederate veteran and one
of the leading men of North Carolina.
He was only 20 years old when he
enlisted in the Fiftieth North Carolina
Infantry and he served from the beginning to the end of the war. Nearly all of his service was with Lee in
the army of northern Virglna and he
was with him at the surrender.
Turning his face homeward after
the war, young Horne found a portion
of Sherman's army still occupying his
father's devastated plantation. The
blight of war on the Horne place had
reduced plenty to poverty. Of his five
brothers three had been killed in battle and the other two were In federal
prisons. With a negro boy he came in
the night to the union camp in Raleigh where Sherman had accumulated a great quantity of stock and suc
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ceeded in getting away with two horses without being detected by the
guards. Having nothing with which
to feed them after he got them home,
he grazed one while he plowed with
the other, and thus made for his parents a small crop of corn and melons.
After a long struggle Colonel Home
got together a capital of $600. With
this he entered "business and eventually became one of the wealthiest farmers, manufacturers and merchants in
North Carolina. In 1908 he was a
democratic candldtes for governor, but
was defeated.
The memorial which has been given
to the state through Colonel Horne's
munificence was designed by Augustus Lukeman, the New York sculptor.
The memorial group depicts a "grand
mother of the confederacy," who sits
reading to a boy the story of tha
south's belief in its idea and Its gallantry for the cause, while the hoy
listens, clasping a sheathed sword. The
faces were selected by the sculptor as
types. The gown of the grandmother
.was modelled from a veritable antebellum example.

SISTERS OF "SEPTEMBER MORN"
Paris, May 22. Among the 3,400 oil
paintings displayed in the old salon,
which has just opened its doors, is one
by Paul Chabas, copies of whose
"September Morn" roused Anthony
Comatock to activity last year.
The new work will give New York's
preserver of morals double concern for
it contains two nude figures of little
girls instead of one. Otherwise the
picture is practically a replica.
None of the more eminent French
painters exhibit this year and the general Impression Is of mediocrity. There
are fewer nude pictures than usual,
but a large number of
allegorical subjects are ehown. The
sculpture is particularly poor; not a
single statute calls for special mention.
The excellent, expressive portrait of
the American ambassador emphasizes
Mr. Herrlck's good looks and youthful-ness- ,
the smartness of his dress and
his amiable character.
The ambassador says he has not
made up his mind whether he will give
the portrait to the Ohio statehouse or
to some museum in his state. He
declares he certainly will not keep it,
"MARRY OR MOVE"
Milwaukee, May 22. The Milwau- as he hates to see pictures of himself
kee Y. M. C. A. has proved itself a around.
first aid to Cupid. Confirmed bacheAmong American exhibitors is Gillors are not to be permitted within bert White, who shows his designs for
the precincts of its comfortable dorm- decorations of the New Haven
itories.
"Four years may you remain here
Other Americans In the salon this
and no longer; then get married and year are Max Bohm, Richard Miller,
have a' home of your own," is the Raymond eNllson, a pupil of Mr. Miller,
edict that has gone forth from Gen- Miss Copeland, Henry O. Tanner and
eral Secretary C. B. Willis to every Thomas Congdon.
young man In the building.
There is a portrait of President WilIn a circular letter to present resi- son by a French Canadian painter,
dents Secretary Willis points out that Louis Dube, which is apparently done
the object of the association's dormi- from an old photograph.
tories Is to be of the greatest, good
Perhaps the most meritorious work
to the greatest number.
"Many of is an enormous canvas depicting modthe good things of this world are lim- ern building construction by Henri
ited in quantity and must be passied Martin, together with a smaller work
alone," he suggested. "Our aim is to o! the same character, done somewhat
help the young man who is a strang- after the style of Monet
er in the city. We provide him with Among the freak works In sculpture
a home, but we do not expect to pro is the figure of a child with a doll,
vide him with a permanent home."
old girl, Huguette
carved by a
Vltoz.It attracts attention because
HONOR TO OLDEST EDITOR
it has none of the characteristics of
Carbondale, 111., May 22. At Its
child art. Cleveland Plain Dealer.
meeting here today the Southern
Illinois Editorial association paid spe
A NOTED PAINTER
cial honor to George W. Harper, as
Santa Fe, May 22. Santa Fe's art
the oldest newspaper man in point of
service in this section of the state. colony has acquired another notable
Mr. Harper has been active in the addition, Miss Olive Rush of New
newspaper business since 1853 and for York, who has just returned from
the fifty years has been editor and Paris. She Is accompanied by her
publisher of a paper in Robinson, 111. father, Nixon Rush, and her sister,
Mrs. Edward M. Baldwin of Fairmount,
Ind. Miss Rush today placed a num
ber of her canvasses on exhibit in the
reception room of the governors and
the pictures will remain until her re
turn from Taos where among the artist
colony there, Mr. and Mrs. Couse, E.
L Blumenschen and other artists are
her friends. The cover page of the
American Magazine for June, just out,,
is from her brush, but she calls it
"merely'' a pot boiler in view of the
much more ambitious work she has
done.

i

Other visitors to the museum today
were: H. J. Stoll, Bakersfield and
George K. Liddle, Hollywood, Calif.:
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Travis, Denver;
O. C. Mansker, F. H. Mansker and
J. C.
Mrs. E. L. Smith, Estancia;,
Qulsenberry, Lincoln; Mrs. Borcher-linMrs. Sherodd Depue, Robert N.
Depue anil Mabel R. Depue of Newark;
N. J.; Miss May Kelly, Kansas City;
C. L. Mitchell and wife, Topeka, Kan.;
R. G. Sothern, DeLamar, Idaho; J. C.
Brantley, Amarillo; Ward H. Morris,
Denver; F. E. Boehl, Chicago.
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Prove this claim for yourselt Take any
favorite recipe that calls for shortening. Use
Cottolene instead of butter or lard, only take
'
d
less Cottolene. Just try it and see if you
do not have equally as good if not better results,
when using Cottolene.
Do this every time you cook and you will notice a
difference in your grocery bills.
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Included in the

States.

attendance

will be many of the leading manufac

tures, merchants, bankers and export
ers from every section of the country.
President Wilson, Secretary Redfield of the department of commerce
and a number of senators and repre
sentatives will be among the speakers.
The general committee In charge of
arrangements Is headed by Lloyd Gris- com of New York, former
United
;
States ambassador to Japan.
Secretary Redfield has accepted an
Invitation to make the opening ad'
dress. Other noted speakers at the
initial session will be James J. Hill of
St. Paul, Edward O. Simmons of St.
Louis, James A. Arnold of the Texas
Business Men's association, and Ellison A. Smyth, president of the South
Carolina Cotton Manufacturers' ' association.'
One of the questions to be discussed
at the convention will be how far the
of the government is necessary or desirable in carrying forward the export trade of the country.
Secretary Redfield ha.s expressed' the
opinion that the government can do
a great deal more than it has done
thus far, and that Its powers should
b used to the fullest extent possible.
,
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Stubborn Cough

Is

MfiKgf

Freckle -- Face
Now is the Time to Get Rid of These
Ugly Spots
,
Do you know how easy it is to remove those ugly spots so that no one
will call you freckle-face?- .
Simply get an ounce of othine, dou-

ble strength, from your druggist, and
a few applications should show you
how easy1 it is to rid your self ot
freckles and get a beautiful complexion. The sun and winds of February
and March have a strong tendency to
bring out freckles and as a result
more othine is, sold in these months.
Be sure to ask for the double strength,
othine, as this is sold under guarantee of money back if it fails to remove
the freckles. Adv.

HOUSEHOLD
GOODS FOR

Wearing and

SALE

Risky

Letting a stubborn cough "hang on"
in the spring is risky. Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound heals raw inflamed surfaces in; the throat and bronchial tubes makes sore, weak spots
sound and whole stops stubborn,
tearing coughs. Refuse substitutes. O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

1 Leather Davenport

.

Adv.

1 Bird's Eye Dresser
I

YALE MEN IN REUNION
Cincinnati, May 22. Cincinnati was

very blue today, because the Western
Associated Yale clubs are holding
their eleventh annual reunion in this
city, where the first Yale club was
founded 50 years ago. The meeting
will continue over tomorrow. Former President William H. Taf is scheduled to preside at the reunion banquet
and "several members of the Yale fcc-ulty and distinguished graduates of
the New Haven institution will be
'
among the speakers.

"
The SandshDorsey Drug store of
0
Tucumcarl, with capitalization of
statr
The
41
shares.
divided into
utory agent Is Leon Sands, who is
credited with 10 shares, the other Incorporators being Benjamin Sands and
A. E. Dorsey 10 shares, and Edward
Dorsev. 11 share's all of Ottawa. Kan.
of ,the Allianza
The Supreme-LodgHlspano-American-a
of Tucson, Arizona, with New Mexico headquarters in
Santa Fe, Superintendent Jacobo Cha
vez being designated statutory agent

1 Hall Clock
1 Library Table

Linoleum

I

.

,'

"

1 Sewing Machine

1 and a few odds and ends

HARRY WENGER
'

909 7h. Street

-

$4,-10-

Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill's Opinion:

'Tor several years I have used Cottolene in my own kitchen
and find it very satisfactory. I am glad to commend it
Why not begin today the vise of Cottolene? Every housewife will be interested in our valuable FREE Cook Book,
HOME HELPS, compiled by Mrs. Mary J. Lincoln and
four other cookery experts.

CHICAGO

PPl! iIli:1

poration commission today: .
The Toggery at Deniing with Amos
W. Pollard as statutory agent Capitalization $25,000 divided into 250
shares of which $3,000 is paid up by
Incorporators: A, J. Tidmore, J. S.
Williams and H. G. Bush, each 10

easily than those made with ordinary shortenings.

THE N.KrFAIRRANIfrcOPANY

I

NEW COMPANIES

Foods made with Cottolene are more wholesome and digest more

Send for it NOW.
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Santa Fe, May 22 Three corporations filed charters with the state cor-

one-thir-

I
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TO DISCUSS FOREIGN

A Cool Ironing

Day with the "Comfort Twins"

TRADE

Advices reWashington, May
ceived, by the 'committee in charge of
the local arrangements for the national foreign trade convention to be held
in this" city next week indicate that
it will be the largest and most im- nortant Catherine of the business In
terests .of tie country held In many
years. The convention will meet under the auspices of the American
Manufacturers' Export association,
the American Aslatio association, the
society and other or
ganlzations interested in promoting
the foreign commerce of the United
22.
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The G-- E Fan and ' the G-- E Flatiron are ideal aids to
domestic labor the year 'round. The iron docs not heat
the air and the fan provides a pleasant, coolin-- breeze.
G-- E

Electric Flatirons and Fans

form a comfortable hot weather combination.
Costs only
Costs only three

15 cents to iron f whole week's wash
or four cents to keep cool all day. ,.

.

We, handle all styles f
Irons and Fans.
Come in and select those, which
you think your wife
will like best.
;
,3 ,
G-- E

S
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Las Vegas Light & Power Co.
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good, but they must be easily accee-Blble and tluey must be obtainable at
a very moderate coat. To consolidate

the normal schools wtth other educa
tional institutions has never seemed
advisable ' in other states, and it is
plainly not in the Interest of general
education in New Mexico but you
can never tell what a legislature, and
especially a New Mexico legislature,
wiU do. i ,

COMMENCEMENT

OF THE

1914

GRADUATES

ARE CLEVER

Tfca Liver

as

To Blood Purify
The Natural Stimulus Re
quired is Not the Pur-

ACTORS

gative Kind.

ANNUAL
CLASS PLAY AT THE
DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE WAS
GREATLY ENJOYED

There Is a great deal of dramatic
talent in the graduating class of the
Las Vegas High school, as was shown
PROMPT by the successful presentation of the

HIGH SCHOOL TONIGHT
Entered at the poatofftce at East
Vegas, New Mexico for trans-llo- a
through the . United States EXERCISES WILL BEGIN
LY AT 8:30 O'CLOCK; JUDGE
is second class matter.
LEAHY TO SPEAK

(as

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by Carrier

This evening at the Duncan opera
house the commencement exercises of
? .05 the High school will be conducted.
rer Copy
.15 The exercises will begin at 8:30
One Week '.
.65 o'clock. Everybody is requested to be
One Month
7.60 In the house and seated at that time
.
One Tear
to prevent disturbance during the
Dally, by Mall
$6.00 program.
One Tear (in advance)
Judge David J. Leahy of the Fourth
3.00
Six Months (In advance)
district of New Mexico will
judicial
7.00
One Year (In arrears)
commencement address.
the
deliver
3.75
tlx Months (In arrears)
Judge Leahy is one of the most in
teresting speakers in the state and
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
his address to the class of 1914 of the
GROWER
High school undoubtedly will be full
12.00 of sound logic and good advice to the
One Tetr
1.00 young people.
lx Months
The Girls' Glee club of the High
school will sing during the exercises
(Cash In Advance for Mall
while the Las Vegas Smphony orches
Subscriptions.)
tra will also play.
if
Remit by check, draft or money
The graduating class of 5,1914 Is
srder. If sent otherwise we will not composed of the following): Miss
'
fee responsible for loss.
Alice Tipton, Miss Ruth Anderson,
on
free
copies
application, Miss Pearl Ellis, Miss Alma Paulsen,
Specimen
Miss Alice Connell, Miss Clara TipALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
AT ton, Miss Nellie Wells, Miss DeSaix
EXPIRATION OF TIME
Evans, Miss Chella Van Petten, Mr.
PAID FOR i
Frank McCullough, Mr. Edward Moloney and ,Mr. Robert Hart
rrsT
The program Is as follows:
Advertisers are guaranteed the
(a) "Conning Tower March"
tergeat daily and weekly circulation
(b) "Meditation."
of any newspaper in northern New
. . .Las Vegas Symphony Orchestra
Mexico.
Invocation . ....Rev. E. C. Anderson
Waltz "In Spain". .Vincenzo Dl Chlra
Girls' Glee Club
TELEPHONES
uslness Office
Main 2 Commencement Address
Main 2
Nws Department
...Judge D. J. Leahy
Nevins
(a) "Lifafs Lesson"
Nevins
"One
Morning"...
Spring
(b)
AY, MAY 22, 1914.
Girls' Glee Club
Presentation of Diplomas, Hon. Wm.
JV iU.ll VLS SHOULD BE EX
G. Haydon,
President .Board of
KM. 1' FROM
Education.
"Darky Lullaby" (Humoreske) ....
Anto Dvorak
'
It feir.i. almost re that the
Girls' Glee Club
sjot oi tns consolidation of the insti "Waves of the Danube".
wutlonc of learning is New Mexico will
...Las Vegas Symphony Orchestra
m op tefore the legislature at its
next session, says the Silver City In
dependent. If is apparently a meas COMMENCEMENT
WEEK
ure of economy to put all state schools
mdr one manager and one set of
TO BE A BUSY ONE
teach ora in one place, and measures
which, are apparently economical are
more popular with a certain class of
UNIVERjioliticians than those which are real; ACTIVITIES AT NORMAL
SUNBEGIN
SITY
ON
WILL
iy money savers. Could the legisla
DAY EVENING
tors bave the money to build a new
vet of college buildings and buy ad
"Lessons learned under the South
ditional lands for a central site there
ern Cross," will be the topic of the
might be some, nice pickings; could commencement
address by Felix Mar
they at the same time abandon several hundreds of thousands of dollars tinez at the Normal University at
'
xorth of buildings and grounds scat-- . Las Vegas on next Thursday evening,
Robtered in different parts of the etate according to Dr. Frank H. H.
who left today to deliver the
erts,
fJiore would probably be some further
commencement address at Santa Rosa
..'fat pickings. Whether
the move
McDonald is
would be one in the general Interest this evening. Governor
Normal Uni
to
attend
the
expected
y
of education in the state would
commencement and also the
be a matter Qf little moment versity
that wiU be. given la honor
breakfast
binder such circumstances. However,
at the Castaneda on
Martinez
Mr.
of
the remarkable thing about this moveby the business
morning
Thursday
ment for consolidation, Is the fact
men
Las
of
Vegas.
that the supporters of it propose to
Sixty diploma will be awarded by
than
any
a
further
ft
way
long
carry
Normal University this year, only
other etate in the union has ever atr the
of high school rank, the others
nine
tompled to do; they propose to con- of collegiate grade. The commence
agsolidate with the university, the
ment season begins pn Sunday evenr
ricultural college and the school of
ing, when Dr. Roberts will deliver the
mines, the normal schools. The nor-- ' baccalaureate sermon: ''Art Thou the
mal school is not an institution of ManT''On Monday the Eighth grade
A't.
higher learning, nor could it be benevim wro lymo.
ju
fited in any way by being connected cpmmencemeut
class playi, Sol Smith
the
Tuesday,
with iwch an. institution. The effect Russell's success, "A Bachelor's Re
of such proximity would be detri-- ' liance," will be staged. On Wednesmental . rather than beneficial. 73 The
day morning Dr, Frank H. H. Roberts
, i great bulk Of the teachers required In
the senior class at
state will be host ,to . at theTCastaneda.
j jthe schools of th.is state,, or any
served
breakfast
a
H do not ned. a, 'collegiate education ex-- f
In the evening the alumni banquet
tending beyond the work, done by the will take place in" the same hotel.
'i
rush schools. Their special training
In the art of teaching cannot be too MISS YOUNG GETS CERTIFICATE
ftood, and for this they must have
proSanta Fe. May 22. A five-yesiractical work in the school room fessional certificate was today issued
Consolidation of the normal schools
by the etate department of education
Nirould make them .less accessible to
to Josephine Young of Wagon Mound.
tiioue of very moderate means, from Institute instroctors,'i. certificates were
whom our teachers are '"drawn, and issued
to'Mary (Oliver and Mary
would reduce the .opportunities tor Eckles of Silver City and conductors'
minimum.
practical work to
certificates to C. M. Light of Silver
litt progress of the state along City and W. A. Carroon of Clovis. ;
educational lines does not depend
the
ipoa the university, but upon
BRIDGE APPROACH RUINED
lower
grades
and
the
schooto,
' jMibiic
Santa
Fe, May 22. High water In
More
of the publlo schools at that
Grande has swept away the
Rio
the
Hhaa half the pupils of the public
reach-r-- j vr est approach to the bridge across
leave before they have
river at Anthony cutting off comoie seTenth. grade. The teacher the
between the east and west
munication
work
the
wlio will do 90 per cent of
lower sides ot tie river. The river is also
the
In
be
will
for edition
oncom--, eating into Its banks and taking away
trad will have to work
a considerable stretch of land bordP- Facilities
salaries.
. ..liv.-email
be
must
in on the stream.
proiaciu - these teachers

.

class play,
Peggy,"
at the Duncan opera house last night
The play is decidedly clever, and It
requires clever actors, but the High
school graduates "got it over" In ex
cellent style, pleasing their Instruct
ore, their friends and all other people who witnessed the performance.
Not that everybody present was not
a friend of the High school students
but there are always plenty of people
who attend en amateur performance
expecting to be either entertained or
bored. If the home talent people succeed in pleasing these, they may feel
sure their play has been a success.
The young actors in last nights performance won the entire audience in
the opening act and held it to the
close.
A complete synopsis of
Peggy" has been published In
The Optic twice, and nearly everybody saw" the play last night, so It
would be 'superfluous to go into details of plot It would be a serious
oversight, however, not to mention
the fact that each member of the cast
rf
j
portrayed his part admirably
Miss Chella Van Petten had been
assigned the leading role, '; that 'of
"Peggy." She demonstrated her right
to the honor. Miss Van Petten does
her acting with' a naturalness and
ease, with a talent and enthusiasm
and with an apparent liking for her
work, that makes her charming on
the stage,
Edward Meloney, who had the leading man's part, only upheld an established reputation when he portrayed

Bttr if

Throws Away.
the boweli oin.
It should be remembered that mcta action
doet not necessarily moan that the llTer
baa been stimulated. The action of. 8. 8. 8.
Is a natural liver tonic, but not a bowel
mow. It works In the liver cells to assist
In the natural and necessary function of
n
converting from the blood certain constltu-rminto what ar known as assimilable
These are readily absorbed Into
products.
toe Doay tissues to conauiuuy yiumr: uv.
and bealthv material for that which is
belnsr destroyed
by the energy of tissue
Moat

rob An

Important a It to

sosipy, meddlesome, bridge-playinciety woman f noble blood. Miss
Evans was on the stage only a few
moments, but she breezed in and
breezed out and spoke her lines In
a manner that got her a round of applause.
Frank .McCullough, who appeared
as Lord Crackenthorpe, fitted admir
ably into the part, McCullough's
stiffness of carriage and slowness of
speech, amounting almost to a drawl,
gave' a naturalness to his part that
v
was highly pleasing.
Robert Hart made art Interesting
retired major of the British army.
Hart made some lightning changes in
costume, and looked immaculate in
every scene in which he appeared.
Miss Nellie Wells showed talent
and stage presence in her part, which
was that of a young English girl of
gentle family.
Clifford Steward appeared at home
In the part of Jack Menzles, a young
Englishman.
Misses Clara Tipton and Alice Tipton
handled the roles of Aunt Kate Men-zie- s
and Miss Howard delightfully.
Henry Nahm, Miss Alma Paulsen
and Miss Ruth Anderson played the
parts respectively of valet and maids.
They had easy parts but they por
trayed them well
To Miss Katherine Davis, Instructor
In English and dramatics at the High
school, is due great credit for the
success of the performance. It was
Miss Davis' task to make the High
school folk find time, between studies
and social diversions, to drill for the
play. Miss Davis succeeded admirably
In arousing the Interest of the young
actors to such a pitch that they were
willing to sacrifice time they might
have enjoyed devoting to something
It was
else, to regular rehearsals.
Miss Davis who drilled the young folk
and showed them how to get the best
but of their lines.
''" The Las
Vegas Symphony orchese
direction of Mrs.
the
under
tra,
Kohn, played during the Intermissions. This was the orchestra's
first public appearance, and its work
was greatly appreciated. The orchestra won a high place in public favor
by its performance of last night
g

Aid

keop

changes.
The presence of anv blood trouble nntur-all- y
sugRPBts a shigaish liver, but there is
required those medicinal properties which,
upon reaching the liver, still retain their
ki'ep on through the
catalytic enerir to do
battlo with impurblood circulation to
ities wherever they may hnve settled.
Rheumatism, catarrh, anemia, most skin
diseases and other resnlts of impure blood,
while implicating the liver by their morbid
influences, are quickly checked by 8. 8. 8.
It action throughout the blood circulation
results in the stimulation of the tissue cells
to the healthy and judicious selection of
their own essential nutriment.
You can get 8. 8. 8. In any drug store,
but insist upon having it.
Take no chance by permitting anyone to
recommend a substitute. And If your blood
condition la such- - that you would like to
consult a specialist, address The Swift Spe-clti- o
Company, S26 Swift Uldg., Atlanta, Ga.

the role assigned nintfla-- ahi
competent manner.
Alice Connell, who played the part
of a middle aged gentlewoman with
a high regard for her own social position and a petulant disposition, was
admirable in the role. One would
"
have imagined that
came natural to Miss Connell did he
not know that Bhe had portrayed the
character given her with unusual
skill.
A delicious Irish brogue was used
by Miss Pearl Ellis, who played the
part of Mrs. O'Mara, mother of Peg- "stuck-upishness-
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GRADUATION
PRESENTS
NEED NOT BE COSTL Y

TO BE GOOD,

, , ,

This year we have more presents suitable lor

the boys than ever before.
'j.i

And lor the girls' you can always find some
thing to please them
,i.f.-r.i-

.
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AT

TAUPERT'S
Have you seen the new Leather Novelties?

Adol-phln-

r

gy- -

Miss DeSaix Evans was delightful
in the part of Mrs. Colquhoun, a gos

Subscribe for The Ounft
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Bacharach's

Bacharach's

-
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Saturday
May

Everyone
Invited

23

See the New

Spend it pleasant hour
or more hearing (he new-e-

st

Hesitation Waltz

dance music, latest
operettes, and Best Grand

Step Shown In

Opera Selections on the

Our Window

VMrtciig in,

a tmrir

Victor

,

''

At Bacharach's

X
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Silk Hose

"Onyx" Silk Hose :
t.
All Shades.
Saturday,
Per Pair

i J

89c

"

Cecilev

Kid Gloves :

Here Is a Partial List of the Records That Will Be Playejl:

oh cecilia
Cecile. Waltz Hesitation; Esmeralda. WeJtz Hesitation; the Irish

Your Choice of Any Pair of
Centemcri & Fownes Gloves
in the House, Our Regular
Price $1.75 and $1.90. Per
Pair

$1.39

'

--

Teuigo; Alga.narez.

V

Thb
COME

TA

'.;;

Tango; Enticement, Te.ngo: Antipolo, One

Step; Pepper Pot, One Step;

V'.,

Lovers Insured

.'"

-

-

All Music
a Treat

100 new records just received by express
Come and hear the Ten Thousand Doll&r record

-

--lL.

.vn.i'jfli.

SATURDAY

8r Evening
Si25

xieriioof

apgo

Music, All
Afternoon

11

,

--

Afternoon at

Saturday
Afternoon at

Tango

--

A ma pa.. Maxixie;

Walk

'

Saur Souci; Castle

Store or Quality'Y
A
A

T7n

EARLY

E.LASVEGAS- -

tB
miN.M!

FVFRYflKF
WANTED

Petticoats

;;..$i.79
Meualiae Silk Underskirts,
Worth $2.50 to $3.00,Satuf-- r
day Sale for"

S1.79
Entire Stock of
Suits, Coats and
AH Dresses at

14 Off Saturday

'

LAS VEGAS DAfLY OPTIC,

Miss Liela Brown of Springer came quarter.' The closing quotations were:
in yesterday evening and will attend
Wheat May
July 87ft.
the commencement exercises of, the
July 67.
Corn, May
Llrfht as a Feather
New Mexico Normal University next
Oats. May
July 39.
Mrs.
..
Janet McKenzie Hill, Editor of week.
By
,
Pork, July $29.10; Sept $19.90.
the Boston Cooking School Magazine
Lard, July $10.05; Sept, $10.22.
Mrs, N. W. Earl of El Porvenir was
Ribs,
Powder
made
Biscuits
this
July $11.27; Sept $11.35.
by
Baking
a viettor in Las Vegas today...
recipe are so far ahead of ordinary baMm 'Charles Scott of Levy came king powder biscuits that, if once tried,
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
yoa will never nse any other recipe.
in last night for an extended stay.
New York, May 22. The market
of
short
next
it
the
ran
time
Try
you
Mr. and Mrs. F. R. Smith of Denbread. Save this recipe.
closed firm today,. Following the Ir
2s
ver were visitors in Las Vegas today.
regular opening it coon became so
Daniel Bloom of San Francisco was
stagnant that it failed to exercise the
a commercial visitor in Las Vegas toslightest Influence In either direction.
day.
The trading. in the last three hours
R. J. Murphy of Albuquerque arrivaveraged less than 8,000 shares and
ed in the city last night for a short
total transactions were the smallest
business visit.
of the year. The last sales were:
CHICAGO MAN SUBMITS PROPOSIMr. and Mrs. Ji. W. Johnson of
72
Amalgamated Copper
TION FOR FINISHING IRRIGASanta Fa came in last night for a sev104
American Sugar
TION SYSTEM
eral days' stay. $
K C Ballot Powder Blinhi
95
Atchison
Joe Hile came in last night for a
to cup short'
Three cups flour;
..
...165
Richard A. Morley, the Chicgo capi- Reading
few days' staiy In this city from his ening; 3 level teaspoonjuls K C Baking
92
Southern Pacific
Powder; about I cup tnilk or water; I talist and promoter, has made another
home at Watrous.
62
Union Pacific
salt.
teaspoonul
N.
M.,
Miss Lou Tipton of Sanchez,
'Proposition to the Las Vegas grant United
..109
Steel,
States
pfd.
three
the
Sift
and
salt
times,
flonr,
came in last night for a several days' '
citizens' committee,
baking powder. Work into the flour the board, through the
;
visit with friends.
of the irrigation
the
for
or
completion
lard
for
butter
shortening, using
KANSAS CITY tlVE STOCK
William Griggs and C. C. Lewis of shortening.- Then mix to a very soft project upon the grant north of this
Kansas City, May 22. Hogs, re
the
with
milk.
The
softer
the
3ough
Mr. Morley's proposition was
Wagon Mound were business visitors biscuit enters the
Market weak to 5 cents
4,000.
oven, the lighter it city.
at a ceipts
in Las Vegas today.
comeBout. Never knead baking powder considered (by the committee
lowre. Bulk $8.208.40; heavy $.40
John and IWjlliam McNierney of biscuits; press the dough into shape and meeting held last night in the Com8.42; packers and butchers $8.30
Rociada came in yesterday evening roll lightly. Cut in small shapes and mercial club rooms. It is, briefly, as
8.40;
on
lights $8.20'8.35; pigs $7.50
bake
sheet
a
or
in
shallow
very
pan
for a few days' business visit
8.
a hot oven. In placing biscuits in the follows:
Mrs. Abe Hixenbaugh
of Raton
Mr. Morley agrees to form a corpopans place well apart, not allowing edges
Sheep, receipts 2,000. Market stea
came in yesterday and will visit her to touch. Small biscuits are better than ration under the laws of the state of
Lambs $79.25; yearlings $6
dy.
ones.
biscuits
have
do
not
large
Large
New Mexico for the ppurpose of build
daughters here for the next week.
wethers $5.506.50; ewes $4.75
the proper amount of time to raise and
6.75;
;Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Mitchell of
'
" '
'
ing the irrigation works, at a capitalibake.
V; ',
5.75.
Kas., are In this city and will
Have yon seen the new K C Cook's Book! zation to be fixed after consultation
Brimful of appetizing recipes that (imply must with the
remain here for several weeks as visgrant trustees. This corporabe successful every time if the few simple directo order,
Boots and shoes made
tions arc carefully followed. You would sUdlr tion is to 'be given, a deed to all the
itors,
SO
fitted
Repairing.
perfectly.
pay cents for this valuable book, yet we smd
cripples
Leo W. Condon came in yesterday
it absolutely fret upon receipt of the colored cer- property, land, water rights and con- I have
my shop at 621
tificate packed in every
of K C Baking
afternoon from Rociada and will rePowder. Jaquk Mrs. Co., Chicago. Small structed work covered by the trust Sixth street and invite all my
old
as
some
time
cans
not
do
for
certificates.
Cook's
Book
have
this
main in
city
deed from the Camfleld Development customers as well as new-tJoe
call.
a visitor.
company. to D. T. Hoskins as trustee, Martln.-irAdT- i.f
ifi j
tn
Miss Mary Daum, Miss. Louise
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Travers of Denas soon, .as the property Is released
Padgett from the operation of the trust deed.
ver arrived in the city last night and Damn and Miss Elisabeth
will remain here for some time as left last night for Portsmouth, Ohio,
All the stock In the company to be
where- - they Will remain during the
visitors'.
formed by Morley will be placed in
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS
Robert Kasper left last night for summer visiting friends and relatives. the hands of a trustee. Until the full
for
E.
salesman
J.
will
traveling
Vaught
remain
he
where
during
Denver,
completion of the irrigation works ttye
i"
the summer, visiting and spending his the Burroughs Adding Machcine com- affairs of the company will be man.
National
pany, arrived in Las Vegas last night
vacation.
Leagui
f
aged by a board of directors,
R.H.lE.
At St. Louis'
Pedro Plnon, a salesman from Las In a cyclecar for a short business of whom may be named by the grant
4 4 2
AlNew
York
for
this
afternoon
left
He
Visit
short
In
for
a
came
last niglit
Crucee,
board. The grant board will make a
8 12 3
St. Louis
fcusiness visit He lsi'selling goods buquerque.
contract with the company for the
and
Demaree,
Coldred
E.
Fromme,
Batteries:
Thomas
L.
J
Mexico.
Kaylor,
from old
completion of the irrigation system.
Wiltse and McLean; Doak, Bailee and
Ray Rob of Watrous came In last J. A. Hutton, all of Denver, Colo.,
The corporation will provide for a
for
In
were
Las
visitors
commencement
today
Vegas
!Jght to attend the
bond issue of $550,000, bearing inter- Snyder.
exercises of commencement week at a short time on their way from Den- est at six per cent length of duration
R.H.E1
At Pittsburgh
He will remain ver to California. They are traveling to Ibe determined
"fine High school.
later, secured by a
2 10 0
.
in
an
automobile.
Normal
Philadelphia
to
attend
next
the
week
lere
trustees, conveying to a trustee to be
15 0
.
returned
last
Taichert
6
night
Pittsburgh
Joseph
commencement.
named, all the lands and other propAlexander and
Batteries:
Mayer,
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts and Dean from Mora, where he has been oh
erty held by the corporation.,., .
Dooin; Hormen and Gibson.
Frank Carroon of the Normal left this business for the past two days. Mr.
The company vwiil agree to pay to
agthat
this
said
Taichert
morning
Santa
for
automobile
in
an
morning
are D. T. Hoskins, trustee, within 10
R. H. K.
At Cincinnati
Rosa, where Dn, Roberts will deliver ricultural conditions about Mora
days after the execution of a definite Brooklyn 7 2
will
be
the
and
that
excellent
crops
4
this
address
commencement
a
amount may be
whatever
contract
8 0
8
-Cincinnati
unusually large this yean.
necessary to secure from him all the
O. Miller, Er-and
Batteries:
Rogers
lands and property held by the Cam-fiel- d
vln; Amee, Rowan and Clark.
Development company, this sum
to ,ibe considered a part of the total
R.H.E.
At Chicago
construuetion cost of the plant An Boston
3 8 1
estimate of the cost is to be made by
1 8 1
Chicago
engineers representing the grant board
Batteries: Tyler and Gowdy; Che
and the company, and the construction ney, Smith and Bresnahan.
price shall be paid on monthly estimates. One-thirof the bond Issue of
American League
the company Is to be purchased by the
R.H.B.
At Philadelphia
shall be Detroit . 6 13 2
grant, .board at par; one-fiftplaced' in, the hands of a trustee, and
9 3
Philadelphia the balance, seven-- f if teenths, shall be
Batteries: Covaleskie, Cavet asd
delivered to the company. The comPlank, Shawkey, Bressler,
Stanage;
SELF-RISIH- G
pany will furnish all money needed Pennock and Schang.
above the amount of the bonds. In
no event will the grant board be
R.HL.E.
At Boston
o
1
obliged to, purchase more than f 175,-00-0 Chicago i
worth of bonds.
'
2 7, &
Boston
,
In the event the project is not comBatteries: Benz, Russell and Schalk;
pleted, according to contract, the com- Johnson, Leonard and Cady.
pany, will make reparation by turning
SAVING-MON- EY
over to the grant board all the shares s At Washington
R.H.E.
of stock held by the receiver appoint- St Louis
'j 1
5 8 2
ed at the time of the formation of the Washington SPEED waa one of the principal requirement for winning in the
corporation.
Batteries: Weilman, Baumgardner
Contest in Denver,-- May 12th to 16th, Incluassociates say they de- and Agnew; Boehling and Henry.
and
Post's Cooking School
Morley
"
sive.
sire 30 days in which to make further
r
R.H.E.
investigation before entering into an Lv At New York
Science.
Domestic
renowned
jVfRS. ELIZABETH O, HILLER, the world
2 8 2
to form the company and Cleveland
agreement
the
to
be
biggest
it
claimed
contest,
the
Expert, whon conducted
5 7 0
the
irrigation
project
were
building
Newt
York
CASH
prizes
Contest of its kind ever held in America. The
Their proposition vwas considered
Mitchell and
near
Collamore,
Batteries:
as
were
BAKINGS
pronounced
the largest ever ottered. The
carefully by the comtnittee last night Bassler; Fisher and Gossett
perfect as human skill could possibly produce.
It. likely will be referred to Judge Daas
vid J. Leahy and the grant board with
Federal League
ONLY WITH PIKE'S PEAK could such wonderful RESULTS
R.H.1&
the recommendation that it be either
this be possible. Pike's Peak was selected after exhaustive tests
At Baltimore
means
for
every
3 11 1
as
fairest
the
or
Flour
ONE
rejected,
accordingly
as being the
providing
Baltimore
accepted
2 7
s to Speed and no chance of Failure.
the committee shall determine. No Chicago
contestant
Hen- was
last
taken
action
definite
and
Russell;
night
Batteries: Qulnn
WHILE SPEED 19 not a necesary requirement in the home, every
were drix and Wilson.
attended
the
who
Those
meeting
alwoman appreciates TIME SAVING la baking. Pikes Peak is
George H. Hunker, S. B. Davis, Jr.,
Biscuits for he unexR-- H. B.
D1.
.
ready prepared for instant use. PiplnA Hot
T. Hoskins, Hallett Raynolda, John
At Pittsburgh
as quick and ieasy.
5 14 3
pected guest in five minutes. Other recipes just
Jake
Charles
W. Harris, Sr.
Danaiger,
St Louis
10 15 z
A.
Flem
James
George
O'Byrne,
Stern,
Pittsburgh
Batteries:. Kaupper, Herbert ana
i
i
ing, Herman Ilfeld and;i Maurice ,DanFOR BISCUITS, WAFFLES,
UNEOUALIB
.v
.;
i
ii
Oi.
,
j
zlger.
Chapman; Adams and Kerr.
MUFFINS,
' CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
At Buffalo- -it Hi 1.
1.-- 6 11! 1
. . . .
,
LAYER CAKE, ANYj RECIPE.
i i'
Chicago, May 22. Although absence Thiffnlo
3
of predicted general rain today put a Indianapolis ana
at
Anderson
wheat
into
Koran,
Peak.
The
use
firmness
Pike's
Batteries:
prices
little
high
when
you
YOU alpo SAVE MONEY
are already in the. flour mixed at the
the outset, a decline took place later Blair; Mosely. and! Raridan.
priced ingredients for baking
cent off to
i
the
carload
on. Quotations started
the
Ibuy
you
by
milL We buy these ingredients by
R.H.E.
saghundred
$50
amount
to
Brooklyn
but
are
$25
a
A.
up,
gradually
like
per
you
costing
pound, not realizing they
8 13 3
cost Is considered we save (you $1.73 per
ged below last night's leevl all around. Knnsuin City
pounds. When the total
2 6 1
The close was- weak, nevertheless
Brooklyn hundred pounds.
Packard
and
Easterly,
cent.net lower.
to
Batteries:
BE SURE TO INCLUDE PIKE'S PEAK ON YOUR GROCERY
Persistence of unfavorable weather Lafltte, Chappell and Land.
'
Now.
ORDER.
Learn the new Baking Satisfaction
dili' in Argentine had a bullish Influence
Western League
on corn. Trade, though lacked vol
cent down to At 6t Joseph ..
ume. After opening
cent advance, the market scored Lincoln
1.00
24
10
t
Josepha moderate gain for the. whole list
Batteries: .' Cooney, Smith and
Unabated dry weather east of the
Bell and Scbang.
Mississippi tended to push oats higher. Meyer, Rehor;
'all
Houses with country' connections
v
'At' be, Moine-s- 'V
took to the buying side.
3
"The. Flour Without a Failure"
Moiaes -,--- Insist on Pike's Peak
J
Provisions turned easy with. hogs.
There was no active demand from, any Denver -

Baking Powder Biscuits
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97;
68;
40;

PEOPLES BANK

PAID IN CAPITAL. $114,220.00
Since Its organization this Bank has consistently and constantly devoted its efforts to the upblldlng of
a safe and conservative banking institution.
r
Its constant and steady growth la conclusive evidence that its effort! are appreciated by the banking
public Hundreds of satisfied customers are now on our books, but there la sample space for more Ws endeavor to give our patrons the best of banking service In all lines. Ask the man, woman, firm or corporation that favors THE PEOPLES BANK AND TRUST COMPANY.
I '
I

OFFEHS

MORLEY

,

TO BUILD THE

Make This Bank; Your Bank.
4

PROJECT

'.

We Pas 2

At Omaha
Omaha
.
Topeka
Batteries:
Tipple
Clarke and Rappa

R.H.E.
3

and

0

8
4

0

1

Crosly;

f?-!- -

one-hal-

Pittsburgh
New York
Cincinnati
Brooklyn
St Louis
Philadelphia
Chicago
Boston .

I

.

,-

f

W.

I

18

8
9

....14

HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

.692
.609
.567
.500
.500
.453
.433
.217

v

12

16
13
17
18

11
13
6

.

.

13

10
11
11
13

14

15

12

14

17

M4

PCt

La.

WV(:

.21

14

18

8

21

677
.607
.560
.500
.483
.462
.438
.276

Western League
W.
Denver .
St Joseph
Sioux City
Des Moines
Omaha
Lincoln .
Wichita .
Topeka

20

........... .18

'

18

15

...

...12
...13
12

..11

:TO:

CALIFORNIA AND THE NORTHWEST

.696
.520
.517
.517
.500
.480
.433
.367

Pet

U
10
10
13
14
16

.667
.643

.581
.517

18

.429
.419

18
20

.355

Los Angeles or San Diego, via Santa Fe or El Paso

$55.00
San Francisco, via above routes
J"
$63.40
Saa ranciaco
$77.60
San Francisco, via Portland or Seattle In either direction
San Francisco On special days and for shorter limit this route
$72.50
can .be used for

Make your trip complete by a visit to the Grand Canyon of
"
Arizona. Side ride from Williams, ArU.for

'

Tickets are first claaa, liberal etop pver permitted.
Information at ticket office or by writing mo,

TODAY'S

D. L. BATCHELOR-- .

National League
Boston at Chicago.
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh-Brookly-n
et Cincinnati.

American League
Chicago at Boston.
Cleveland at New York.

it

EVERY

k

DAY
...
AT

?'

lb. Sack

lb. Sack 45c

AllGrocers

st

" '

--

-

'

-

?f

in

For the Boys

Small Dolls up from. . . . . . . lc
10 Jackstones and ball.. .... 5o
Rubber Return Balls....... 6o
Surprise Novelty Balls..... So
Tango Hair Pins....... ....10,B.i
V Shaped Decollette Pins... 15c
15c
27 inch Tango Sautolrs
T

.

We have a nice assortment of
Children's 'and Misses' Dresses,
.v..
9o
up from

Water Pistols

4o

5c
Jap. Friendly Dogs
Duplex Whistles
lc
5c
High Flyer Kites
Youth's Infielders Gloves... 25o
49c
Boys' Catcher's Mitts
$1.49
Boys' Baseball Outfit
Indian or Cowboy Suits. j,.98o,
Men's Arm Bands. . t . i .
Men's White Hdchfs....iVJ.;8ff
8
value White Hdchfs.iEe
Excellent values in Men's
Teck, or Bow
Ties
.a25o
75o value Tiea
...49c
l--

Four-in-Han-

H

I

.l-

,

Young Ladies'. Dressy. Dresses,
up from. ..k
.,....,,$4.98

K

:

Hose

i

Ladies' Boot Silk Hose. . .... 25c
Ladies' Silk Hose 69o and ..98c
Geneva Silk Hose at 25o is very
' ,.
popular.

.1

lc
Pins ...
lc
Pencils
2c
Hand Brushes . . v-5o
Darn. Cotton, 2 for,..-.- ..
4o
J. and P. Coats Thread.
8c
Corticelli Silk Thread.
. . .r.6c
D. M. C Floss, 3 for,. ..

.......

"

Shoes
Our customers are " pleased
with the new, clean,
stock we carry at right prices.
NO BANKRUPT, SHODDY,
SHOES.
E

:

LAS VEGAS,

ON TOE

-

day

-

Agent

"

-

For the Girls

seel

!':,

Further

THE GOLDEN RULE STORE

--

ji

0

New York at St Louis.
Federal League
Kansas City at Brooklyn,,
Indianapolis at Buffalo.
St. Louis at Pittsburgh.
Chicago at Baltimore).

Detroit at Phlladelpnia.
St Louis at Washington.

BASEBALL

--

CA?lk,ptAfKloii

.
$7-5-

.400

'

10RTj

$48.50

Los Angeles or San Diego, via Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueh
$55.00
lo and Salt Lake, in either direction,

SAVING)

.

sale June 1st. to Sept. 30th, 19H

Pet.

-

FOR SPEED;

At

Excu r SHOOS
Tickets on

L.
7
12

W.

16
Baltimore .
Buffalo .
...13
14
St. Louis ............15
15
14
Chicago .
Brooklyn . . . . . .. . ... .11 " 11
Indianapolis . . . ... , .12 13
.... .'.lr..' 17
Kansas City .
Pittsburgh
,...10,,; 18

THE

"

Summer

Federal League

V

d

(TIME

on Time and Savings Accounts

Pet
.

13

17
12
16

Detroit
Washington
Philadelphia
New York
St Louis ,
Boston .
Chicago . .......
Cleveland

FLOUR

l

Pay 4
6

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE A N D R ETA I L

American League

'

---

We
'15 't

National League

j

---

i

nn
go
d iv o o d
Jit
MOST

STANDING OF THE CLUBS

o

.

-

Cordial Welcome to All Visitors

f

-

.'

A

jItf

on Checking Accounts

.

To-ipek-

TR.UST CO.

(EL

PLAZA

'

JrC.Pennep-Co-n-

c

J

vrv; f ?rv
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The Optic Office
U Will Fte

OPTIC

PHONE MAIN 2

-- "

f

&e

COLUMN

OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN

ftl

oration Day
Purple 635a.

and wreaths for

Dec-

at Thornhill's. phone

DARRED Plymouth Rock and Rhode

Island Red eggs $1 per setting.
Guaranteed fertile. Mrs. J. S. Nelson, Phone Olive 5581.
BUFF ROCK CHICKENS $10.
Cash with order. Will treat you right Mrs.
Maggie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kans.

100

50, $5.50; 25, $3.00.

FOR

SALE White

75o per setting.

National aven,ua

for

Leghorn eggs;
'A. M. Dearth, 316

Rent

kjsint Furnished
light housekeeping.

921

rooms

for
Lincoln

FOR RENT

the deposit has heen known for many
decades, yet to most New Mexicans,
it will he news that shipments of the
gems running into the hundreds of
thousands of stones are being made
by the Mora Gem company to all parts
of the world. Mr. Will arranged with
the New Mexico exposition commission
to make a display of the gems at San
Diego, to call attention to a little
known resource of New Mexico. There
is no other deposit just like It in
the United States, although a mine at
Herkimer, New York,' produces somewhat similar gems. The difference between topaz and sapphire is merely
one of hardness. The Mora stones are
pure white and when properly cut
blltter like a diamond, although in
somewhat softer scintillations. - The
gems are taken out of a well or shaft
sunk 30 feet In solid rock and are the
result either ,of a volcanic blowout or
a meteoric contact When taken out,
the material very much resembles the
piece of quartz that cover an ant hill
in a sandy arroyo. The demand for
the stone is greater than the supply
although the Mora mine appears to be
exhaustless.

Desirable residence, Ave
rooms kitchen toilet, hath and oel
lar, 50x150 lot, 902 Fourth street
Open for Inspection, Phone Saul Ro Most
Children's Diseases Start With
senthal, 726 Seventh street
a Cold
Restlessness, feverishness, an inflamFOR RENT Two light housekeeping ed thoat and spasmodic cough maybe
rooms. Inquire 414 Seventh street whooping cough Is starting in. Give
Foley's Honey and Tar promptly. It
helps the ch'idren so very much, aid
FOR RENT Suite of rooms In mod- Mrs. Shipps, Raymondsvllle,
Mo., says:
ern home, also single room; cannot 'I got fine results from it and It is a
rent to consumptives 1C34 Eighth great medicine for whooping cough."
o. u. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
street Phone Main 608.
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LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
Nft
102 Meets every
A. M. Regular comMonday nlgnt
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue
9
third Thursday
in 8 o'clock. Visiting members art s
month. Visiting dfaMy welcome. J. c. Werts, Pre
brothers cordially ln- - dent; J. T. Buhler.
Secretary; L ft
vlted. Guy M. Cary, W, M, H. S. Van Bally. Treasurer.

A

arn

Petten, Secretary.
F. O. E Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month at Weoe-nieReg-l'?j- r
hail. Visiting brothers oordlav
TEMPLAR
JKNIGHT8
Yas-cconclave
ly invited to attend. C. N. DouglM
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretar
menu at Masonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr, H.
M. smith, EL C; Chaa. Tamme, Re

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY,

t,

NO.

F.

years, and
Cheney for the last
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
--v per bottle. Sold by
all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family pills for consti
pation. Adv.
J".

15

n

corder.

LOCAL TIME C.liiO

Fe,

whom
Miguel A. Otero is
the Santa Fe representative, has purchased the famous Helen Rae and
American mines in the Nogal district
Linco'n county. New machinery is to
be installed and an electric power
plant ia to He built at Carrizozo to
furnish power not only for the Helen
Rae and the American but also for
the Eagle and Hopeful, which Mr. Fulmer has owned and worked for years.

4.

...11:54

8....

Desert

p. m

2:25 a. m

II....

1:35 p. m
West Bound

1....

brethren cordiallv invito
No.
Friedenstlne. N. O.; A. T. Rogers, No.
v. u.; i. M. Elwood.
Secretary; Karl No.
Wert, Treasurer; C, V. Hedgcock,
Cemetery Trustee.
P. 0. ELKS Meets second
and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month EHcs" home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially invited. Wm. H. Springer, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.

East Bound
Arrive
7:20 p. m

i

visiting

I....
7....

Arrive
1:10 p.

7:45 . &
11:51 j. m
2:39 a. m.
2:00 f.

Desalt

m.....

a. m
4:20 p. m
6:35 p. m

(:35

1:35

xfc

.

6:41 a.
4:36 . a,
7:01 p. at

B.

For YOU!

.

KNIGHT3 AND LADIES OF

SECUR-ITY-

This elegant Rogers'

Silver Spoon

,

-i-

COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
O. R. C. hall. Douelns fl.tr ATI ii ex rn 4iV n

It
giving you
a present for do-

ing
l

L. O. o. MOOSE

Meets second anfl
fourth Thursday
evening sack
month at W. O. W. halL Vlaitlnf
brothers cordially Invited. Howard 1
Davis, Dictator; p. a. Linn
Secretary.

cordially Invited.

KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL NO. 804. Meets second and

something

you 'd do wiy
way when you
Ieam how Much

i

EefcrEMPRESS
FLOUR realb is.

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE
NO. 641
1. 0. of B. B.
Meets
first Tues-

every
day of the month in the vestry room
uf Temple Montefiore at t o'clock
m. Visiting brothers are
cordially in
vited. Isaao Appel, President; Charlai
Greenclay, Secretary.

f you use

EMPRESS
FLOUR

first and third Tuesdays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Freeman, President; Miss Cora Montague,
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
Sixth street East Las Vegas, N. M.

Made by GERMAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
A A
SONS'
STANDARD

r
7

V)

SILVER
FRENCH.
tREY

(STER-

LING) FINISH

EMPRESS

ourth Thursday in O. R. C. hall,
Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devine, g tamed in
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.

can be
tnu city trom

-

ok-

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES
lbs., or More, Each Del very
2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
Ibc, to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
60 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 61 lbs. Each Delivery

2,000
1,000
200

lbs, to

,

......

Me per 1N fk.
per 1M Ika.
Jlo pr 1N Ike.
4e per 1M I be,
lio per IN Ike.

.....M...25e
.
.

.w. . .

AGUA PUR A COMPANY
Harvesters, storers, and Distributors ef Natural las, the PuttR
Laatlrs Qualities ef Whieh. Have Hade Las Tefi rameuf.
OFFICE 711 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads

JONES-BOWER-

How's This
WILL DEVELOP A MINE
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
Santa Fe, May 21. J. H. Fulmer of
ward for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure Mlshawaka, Ind., who owns "The Mea
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O. dows," and other residence property
We, the undersigned, have known in the center of Santa
and for

LIB

CHAPMAN

Adv.

Cortez, a fine program was rendered
HUNKER & HUNKER
Addresses were made by County Su
A.
HunKer. Chester A. Hukas
(Jeorge
perintendent and Mrs. John V. Con
Attorneyi-at-Laway, who also spoke to a parents
Las Vei?M.
New Mexi
meeting held in the school house,
The commencement exercises at San
DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
Antonio were held in the new school
Osteopathic Physician
house, 200 persons being present An
Office Crockett Building
elaborate program was rendered by
Office Hours 9 to 12 a. mi 1 to 5 p. m. the 58
pupils instructed by Miss Eus- Residence Phone Main 384
tacia Tapia. Mn,, and Mrs. Conway
attended the commencement and Mr.
'
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Conway made a spirited talk.
Dentist
Dental work of any description at
FAIR FAILS
moderate prices
Santa Fe, May 22: The state cor
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
poration commission was officially in
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 41S formed
by the secretary of the Art
East Las Teeas. New Mexico
zona commission today that the state
supreme court of Arizona had decid
Profeiional Health Culture for Ladles ed that a statute
providing for a min
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
imum charge by the railroads had
General Massage, Hair and 8calp been declared unconstitutional and
Treatment Facial Massage, ManK that the federal action pending on ap- cure. Chiropody.
peal will probably be dismissed hy
Steam Laundry Building
the United States supreme court, thus
Phone Vegas 128
marking the complete failure of the
Office Honrs: 1:30 p. m. to S:30 p. m.
fare law. The commission is
also gratified over a receipt of a
MONUMENT CO letter from the citizens of
Miesse,
Albuquerque, N.' M.
Luna county, thinking the commission
215 E. Central
for placing Mleese on the railroad
23 Tears Practical Experience.
map hy obtaining for it separate
.
A. JONES
W. W. BOWERS. freight and
passenger rates.

AND CAFF

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8. ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con-- ,
TOPAZ AND SAPPHIRE MINE IS
vocation firat Monday in
PROVING TO BE A VALUABLE
;H: each month at Masonic
PROPERTY
i 7: SO p. m. p. No.
Temple
A. Brlnegar, H. p.;
. j. No.
Santa Fe, May 22. G. A. Will, of
iJlood, Secretary.
No.
Trinidad. Colo., has aroused much In
No.
terest with a display of topaz and I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
4. Meet every
l
sapphire mined 13 miles northwest of
Monday
Mora county, while the existence of their hall on Sixth street All
No.

For Sato
CARNATIONS

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THI BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HAND

OTJT

n.

LOBBY

Lost

Uptic rub

N

PLAN

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen of the World hall,
COUNTY SCHOOLS CLOSE
Santa Fe, May 21. The closing ex on the second and fourth Mondays ol
ercises last evening of the public each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
1AJ3T wallet with name C. J. Dean. school at Cieneguitas was attended Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
VlBitlni
Return to W. M. Shillinglaw.
hy parents and patrons. Under the Montague, Local Depity.
direction of the teacher, Miss Tillie members are especially welcooe and

Rightly

""N

T5he

store.

Done Quickly and

S"

CITY MANAGER

&anta Fe, May 22. Much interest
has been aroused la Santa Fe over
the fact that Roswell has followed the
example of Las Cruces and has adopted the city manager plan. Former
Mayor W. M. Atkinson has been named
city manager with a salary of $1,800
a year and will have sole charge of
municipal activities under the direction
of the mayor and the ten council-meII
The plan was first Introduced
in Las Cruces under Mayor El C. Wade
and was so successful that It has been
continued under the present regime.
At Santa Fe, because of Mayor W. O.
Sargent giving so much of --his time
RATES TOR CLASSIFIED
ADVERgratuitously, no need for a city man
TISEMENTS
ager is felt at present but eventually
the capital will doubtlessly adopt the
Five cents per lint each Insertion. plan.
EitlmaU six ordinary words to Una.
No ad to occupy lest space than two
llnee
All advertisements
charged MURA COUNTY GEMS
will be booked at apace actually tat
without regard to number of word.
Caah In advince preferred.
ATTRACT ATTENTION

Are Best
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If you have been neglecting to subscribe for the Optic NOW IS THE TIHE TO TAKE

THE PLUNGE

FSipqH PJ

MnailH UJaond

v

'

a7BBB

(Buu

si

m

with each yearly subscription Paid In Advance. There is no increase in prick1 'fhe:. :;)
i
Optic will cost you exactly the same as you would pay for it at the monthly rate of '65c
and you get the electric Iron
!

' r.'7

THESE IRONS are under an absolute guarantee by the Las Vegas Light and PWer
Co. They have been given a 64 DAY TEST Think of it! FIFTEEN HUNDRED (AND
THIRTY SIX HOURS OF STEADY CURRENT and still as good as new.
THE OPERATING EXPENSE is about the same as the cost of fuel in ironing the
old way.
THE DIFFERENCE IS that with a Williams Electric you turn the switch and in
THREE MINUTES the iron is ready to use. All the heat is concentrated on the
iron, not a bit of it escapes, you can iron without interruption until you are through, and

the IRON IS HOT. Whereas, by the old method, you will burn a bucketfull of coal getting
the irons ready to use and heat up the whole house in the meantime, tramp back and forth after fresh irons and
to pour bucketfull after bucketfull of coal into your already red hot stove and YOU ARE HOT while YOUR IRONS
'
'
YOU ARE COOL while

ADPrnni
V

X

rf

v

v;-i-

J

fttf

The Optic for at whole year aid this
la.bor
is only
saving-convenien-

ce

You may Bring your check to the Optic Office and get your iron.
and the Electric Iron will be delivered to your door.

SOT CTF
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Mail it or give it to the5 Carrier
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

The Vegas Theatre

Photoplay
The Price

ANOTHER. CAR OF
:

With Wm. Shea, Leah Balrd
and Wm. Welch

BLOOD ORANGES
AND

GRAPE FRUIT. LET US HAVE
YOUR. ORDER.

LOCAL NEWS
41.95 buys

at Talchert's.

a straw hat tomorrow
Adr.

Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

Silver Bags
gift

STEARNS STORE

for

at 7:31

commencement

at Murphey's Drug Store. Adr.

MAN ACCUSED OF MURDER ALSO
CLAIMS HIS ACT WAS DONE

Examine Our
Stock of
FRUITS AND
VEGETABLES

Tomorrow

Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood
v
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.
,

P. P. Zummacn, carpenter and build
er, f Phone Main 362. AdT.

Fresh Every Day

"Prejudice and Its Cure" will be
the subject of Dr. Landau's sermon
at Temple Monteflore tbir evening.
The public is cordially invtted to be
'
luoLfcCw. h
';
present

All Kinds of Berries

and Fruits
'

-'-

wf

SNOWDRIFT

C.'inifr'.Kg

Aiiift(fcaXJ

Liggett' Chocolates for the Sweet
Girl Graduate at Murphey'g Drug
Store. Adv.
,

All people Interested in music

WHAT IS IT?
It is the highest grade of shortening that can be produced

ASK YOUR GROCER
Not "Heavier Than Air"

(Sift
1
75he

but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, etc., baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a eack of it and see how
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but is worth
more as no other is fully
equal to It Order a sack to--

Las Vegas Roller Mills

Jefferson Reynolds, President ,
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President
I S. B. Davis, Vice President
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Hallet Raynolds, Cashier.

FIRST NATIONAL BANH
"'1

OP LAS VEGAS,

NM.
.

Capital, $100,000Surplus and Undivided Profits, 525,000.

In every department of Banking we
.re prepared to jive the best

of service

itstere&t Paid on Time Deposit a'

should1

not forget the free concert that is to
be given tomorrow at the Bacharach
Brothers' store. This concert will be
by Victrolas and all the latest music,
will be played. The music will begin!
"'
'
t
at 2:30 o'clock.

PKtlOtt
J Grocer and Baker

Any straw hat in the house for
Saturday only at Talchert's

$1.95,

Adv.

DoE3if tlie Best of EverytMog Eatable

PRATT'S POULTRY FOOD
Egg Producer
THE GRAAF & HAYVAHD CO. STORE
U

The "unwritten law" and selfdefense
Is the plea upon which Attorney O. A.
Larrazolo, representing Casimlro En
clnias, accused of the murder of Pla- cldo Lucero, is endeavoring to secure
a verdict of not guilty in the sensational homicide case being heard in
the San, Miguel county district court.
Mrs. Lucero, wife of the dead man, this
morning testified that she had had un
lawful relations with Encinias, but
that she had done so because of fear
of the man. She declared that he of
ten kicked her and struck her, and
that she was in terror of her life. Mrs
Lucero said she had confessed to her
husband, and that he had been an
gered when he heard her story.
There were many clashes betweec !
counsel for the defendant and District
Attorney Charles W. O. Ward over the
admissibility of certain testimony, and
the court, was kept continually over
ruling or sustaining objections.
The state presented its side of the
case yesterday afternoon, its witnesses
maintaining that Encinias shot down
Lucero at a, dance at Tecolotito, apparently without warning. The state
rested its case about 4:30 O'clock, and
the defense was informed that the
court was ready for the presentation
of its evidence. As several of the witnesses had not yet arrived, a recess
was taken until this morning. The
entire morning was taken up by the
examination of witnesses for the
and it was thought likely that a
large portion of the afternoon would
be utilized similarly. It is believed the
case will go to the jury tonight
The grand jury made no report yes
terday nor during the forenoon today.
It Is believed it will be able to com
plete its deliberations and make its
final report by tomorrow evening.
A. C. Voorhees appeared In court
this ihorning and announced that he
had been engaged as associate coun- set in the defense of P. H. Smith, editor of the Raton Democrat. He declared that Judge E. V. Long, chief
counsel for the defense, is out of the
cily and will not be able to return for
some time, and asked that the case be
continued. District Attorney Ward
gave his consent, and Judge David J.
Leahy ordered the case set for trial on
the first day of the November term of
the district court
e

n

De-vin-

This Week's List of Second Hand Cars
1913 Model Hupmobile
1913 Model Hupmobile
1914

.

..

..

...

--

.

1912 Model Bulck,

$850

. .

Model Ford
30- -

i..J..

Marion 40
VIele 30

,50o

...$400

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.
:

'

-

IAS

FORMER LY
VEGAS FORD SALES

-

'

'

COMPANY

"

-

'
l

.

Have You Ever Looked Into
Our Bard ain Basement?
It is

our

department and a marvelous
place to save money. The largest stock of slightly used
household goods in the southwest.
second-han- d

When in need of anything for the home on which
you
wish to economize, step into our bargain basement first.

J. C. Johnsen & Son
Household Goods Bought, Sold and Exchanged

TIRES AND TU BES

BASEBALL COMMISSION
WILL GET BUSY SOON

For the best on the market today see us.
MillerNon-Skior plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
n

TRUMBULL, BAER, SIMPKINS AND
ILFELD WILL CHOOSE THE
FIFTH MEMBER

The four men who will select a fifth
member of the commission to organize
a baseball team from the material of
both the East and West sides, an all
star Las Vegas team, open for all
comers, were selected this morning.
The West side boys selected Ludwig
Ilfeld and Howard Simpkins, while
the choice of the East side boys was
A. E, Baer and Charles Trumbull.
These men will meet as soon as
and select the fifth manf to serve
on the committee, which will at once
Degin work toward the selection of
the team and securing games. Action
will be rapid,: according to the present
plans and .the-ianiniay. expect, real
baseball for the-- , remainder of the summer, according to the prediction of
some of the players.

pos-sbil- e

ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP
GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
anMachine Shop

,

s

Books for commencement gifts4 at
' ""
Murphey's Drug Store. Abv.

.

,

At tfca

SELFDEFENSE

ll

Vegetables Galore

Initial box paper for ' commence--:
nient gifts at Murpbey's Drug Store. '
The motion picture taken here by
"
Adv.
Ben Struckman of the Pathe Freres
Motion Picture company, which feaChief of Police Ben Coles has retured the boys' class of the Y. M. C.
ceived notice that a reward of $100
A. in action,
unfortunately was dewill be paid for the recovery of the
table that was stolen from the rooms stroyed while being developed. Secreof the "Woman's Board of Trade in tary LeNoir received this information
this morning, but was informed that
Santa Fe recently. This table was
an
operator would be sent here soon
made of gold, silver and copper and
to retake the pictures as the Pathr
is valued at $1,500. '
people are; anxious to display the
scene.
Parisian Ivory Novelties for com'
mencement gifts at Muhphey's Drug
A fancy box of Liggett' s chocolates
Store. Adv.
will be appreciated by Sweet Girl
Graduates.Adv. jw
Secretary Le Noir of theY. M. C. A.
has received 50 Santa Fe magazines
Those who heard the Symphony
containing the article on the Y. M. C.
A. camp. Persons wishing copies to orchestra at the Duncan opera house
last night could not help but be imsend away to people in the east may
have them free by applying at the pressed with the excellent flute playof O. J. Fuhst ,Mr. Fuhst has
Y. M. C. A. It Is hoped that results ing
been here for six months and has bethis
the
come
and
from
article,
may
come prominent in musical circles, so
association is anxious that residents
much eo that his services are conin
to
send theni
friends and relatives
in demand. Mr. Fuhst is anx'
stantly
the east'
ious to bring his family to Las Vegas,
in order that he may locate here, and
Fancy writing paper for commence the Las
Vegas Dance orchestra and
ment gifts at Murphey's Drug Store.
the a number of young men 6f the
Adv.
city expect to get up a benefit dance
to assist him to do eo. Further anMrs.
Carmelia Chavez, aged 75
nouncement will be made later. Mr.
years, died this morning at her home Fuhst
is a distinct addition to the
in East Laa Vegas. Old age was the
musical
talent of the city.
cause of death. The funeral will be
from
the
held jtonvorrow morning
Chief of Police Ben Coles this' mornChurch of the Immaculate Conception,
Rev. Father Rivera officiating. Mrs ing sent to Conductor A. A, Cochran
Chavez had no Bving relatives, so far vi xutiuu a goia ;:,waicn tnat was
as Is known. The Las Vegas Under stolen from the railroad man several
taking company has charge of the weeks ago, while he was a guest of
a rooming house on Railroad avenue,
funeral arrangements- Wheq the Jobbery was reported ith:
Hthe'i
Initial correspondence cards for
commencement gifts at murphey's watch and general description of the
"'J- A short time later Santa
timepiece.
Drug Store. Adv.
Fe Officer Thomas of Albuquerque
A choice line of home' baked goods was here and told the chief that a
will be on sale tomorrow at BaerV couple, giving the name of Mr. and
Curio Store ty ' the Baptist ladies. Mrs. Allen, had been arrested in Al
There will be extra" fine home baked buquerque for' attempting to travel on
bread, good cakes and delicious pies. a stolen pass. h said the only ar
ticle of any value In their possession
Satisfaction guaranteed; Adv.
was a pawn ticket for a watch. Coles
A Ford automobile arrived in Las gave Thomas the J number and deVegas thU morning enroute from Cali scription of the Cochran watch,
fornia to New Yortog It waa the hand- which was found to be the one in
iest equipped car seen, here for some hock in he Duke City. Cochcran,
time The people making "the trip ar during the illness of Conductor Hays,
ranged the car to carry all necessary took the latter'g run and wag located
cooking and sleeping necessities in the here. The couple that Is accused of
rear of the machine. They carried a stealing the watch stopped off here
nreiess cooker which has proved a ope night and it Is believed the man
;
is ransacked Cochran's room.
huge success. When breakfast
cooked by this party the food that
TAX NOTICE
is to be eaten at dinner Is placed in
the firelees cooker and thus a stop On the first day of May, the second
half of the 1913 taxes will become
is avoided on the roadL
due. All taxes not paid before June
For the purpose of making arrange 1 win be subject to a penalty, j
!
ments for the Initiation of a large
EUGENIO ROMERO,
class on Sunday, May 31, the Las
County Treasurer.
Vegas council of the Knights of Co
lumbus will hold a special meeting
OPEN
HARVEY'S
this evening at 7:30 o'clock at the 34th season of this" famous "moun
home of Grand Knight Richard
tain resort Carriage out every Sat
812 National avenue. All mem urday "morning, returning following
bers are invited to be presents Ad- Friday; charge, including passage
journment will be taken in. time to both ways $10. Special rates for longallow any of the members who desire er time. Address East Las Vegas,
to attend the High school commence Box B. Leave orders at Murphey's
ment to do so.
or Plaza hotel. Adr.
"

SEE US
Real Bargains eJl the Time

DEFENSE

IN

Extra Fancy Novels QLid Sweets. By the
Box $4.00, Half Box $2.15

IF YOU WANTAN AUTOMOBILE

IS ENCINIAS'

The Last Ghost Dane
(In three Parts)
Produced by Miller Bros. 101
Ranch, with Elsie Albert and
Baby Early, and hundreds of
real Indians.

of 8acrlleg

(In three Parts)

'

ORANGES

'UNWRITTEN LAW

TONIGHT

THEM DY THE DOX

!UY

RIDAY, MAY 22, 1914.

PLENTY OF FRUIT
Fruits, consisting largely of the
smaller and berry variety, form the
greater part of the good eatables on
the market for Sunday's dinner. The
local stores have been receiving these
articles in large quantities during this
week and will have a large stock on
hand tomorrow.
Strawberries, raspberries, Jogaa ber
ries, blackberries, with the addition of
apricots, pineapples, blood oranges
and the regular Btock of fruits, will
serve the housewife well in making
her selection of fruits, while the vege- -'
table market remains the same as
last week, with the addition of fresh-peaFinch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

Spring

Is

Here

And the Green Grass
This means" lots of Pure Fresh Cre&m
fend Good Butter

:

'

Fresh From the Churn to
Your Table
Ask Yoir Grocer
FOR CRYSTAL BUTTER

;

Send a nice box of Llggett's Candy
with your congratulations
to the
Sweet Girt Graduate Adv.
S

Crystal Creamery Co.

